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RESUME

Cette etude s’interesse a la conception d ’un nouveau concept de propulseur chimique, le 
MPDE, ou «micro pulse detonation engine» (micro moteur a detonations), un systeme 
de micropropulsion congu pour repondre aux besoins de smallsats (des satellites de moins 
de 500 kg). L’etude porte plus precisement sur un sous-systeme du M PDE, le systeme 
d ’ejection des matieres explosives, ci-apres appele « ejecteur de matieres granulaires ».

L’etude vise trois objectifs : (1) evaluer differentes methodes de construction d ’ejecteurs 
de matieres granulaires dans l’espace, (2 ) concevoir un modele d ’ejecteur de matieres 
granulaires capable d ’atteindre un figure d ’ejection de 10 kHz et (3) evaluer la performance 
du nouvel ejecteur propose. Nous commengons par une revue des appareils d ’ejection de 
matieres granulaires qui ont ete construits ou proposes par le passe. Dans la mesure ou 
ces appareils ne repondent pas aux objectifs de la presente etude, nous evaluons plusieurs 
autres methodes d ’ejection de matieres granulaires en etat d ’apesanteur, a la lumiere des 
travaux anterieurs sur les matieres granulaires.

Nous concluons que, contrairement aux autres options envisagees, la gravite artificielle 
creee dans un appareil en rotation satisfait a plusieurs des exigences de conception. Nous 
examinons ensuite les nouveaux defis poses par un ejecteur rotatif de matieres solides et 
proposons des solutions aux problemes releves. Nous presentons le concept le plus simple 
auquel nous sommes arrives pour assurer une ejection controlee au moyen d ’un appareil 
rotatif.

Enfin, nous procedons a une evaluation experim en tal de la performance du systeme en 
utilisant des microbilles de verre comme matieres granulaires. Nous avons pu dem ontrer un 
taux d’ejection de 50 ejections par seconde a l’aide d ’un appareil rotatif a 10 rotations par 
seconde, et on predit qu’il serait possible d ’obtenir des taux encore plus eleves d ’ejection 
a une vitesse de rotation superieure. Nous estimons que des modeles ulterieurs largement 
inspires de l’appareil propose pourraient tres vraisemblablement assurer le taux souhaite 
de 10 kHz, soit le taux d’ejection le plus eleve auquel le MPDE peut fonctionner en restant 
en mode d ’efficacite superieure « sous vide ».

M ots-c les  : propulsion, detonation, propulseur, satellite, ejection, ecoulement granulaire, 
ejecteur mecanique



A BSTR A CT

This study addresses the design challenges of a proposed Micro Pulse D etonation Engine 
(MPDE), a micropropulsion system devised to meet the needs of smallsats. It focusses 
in particular on one subsystem of the proposed MPDE, the explosive delivery system, 
hereafter refered to as an ejector of granular materials.

This study has three major goals: (1) evaluate different ways of building ejectors of granular 
materials in space, (2 ) propose a  design for an ejector of granular m aterials th a t could 
eventually be used to achieve ejection rates of 10 kHz, and (3) evaluate the new designs 
performance.

We thus begin by reviewing devices tha t have been built or proposed in the past for 
ejecting granular materials. Finding them  lacking for the objectives of the present project, 
we evaluate several other different ways of achieving granule ejection in the zero gravity 
environment of space, based on other previous work with granular m aterials generally.

We conclude tha t the artificial gravity induced within a spinning apparatus provides for 
many of the design requirements in a way th a t none of the other options do. We then go 
on to discuss the novel challenges a rotating ejector of solids faces, and propose a way of 
overcoming them. We present the design of the simplest concept we could come up with 
to  achieve controlled ejection from the rotating device.

Finally, the performance of this system is evaluated experimentally, using glass ballotini 
as the granular material. We find th a t we are able to  demonstrate an ejection rate of 50 
ejections per second with the device rotating at 1 0  rotations per second, with the possibility 
of attaining even higher ejection rates at higher rotational velocities. We conclude th a t this 
device demonstrates tha t there is a very great likelihood tha t future designs based closely 
on it will be able to achieve the desired 10 kHz ejection rate, which is the highest ejection 
rate a t which the proposed MPDE can operate while remaining in the higher efficiency 
vacuum mode.

Keywords: propulsion, detonation, thruster, satellite, ejection, granular flow, mechanical 
ejector
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction

1.1 A new rocket propulsion system

Satellite-based products and services, such as communications, the monitoring of human 
activities and the acquisition of scientific data, are becoming increasingly im portant to 
society. According to Euroconsult [11], 1 145 spacecraft will be launched in the next 
10 years, a 50% increase over the 10 years ending in 2010. However, despite efforts to 
launch satellites cost-effectively, such as NASA’s “faster, better, cheaper” philosophy ([28] 
reference 5), the cost of sending anything to space remains high.

A major contribution to this cost is the launch system and the fuel required to bring the 
satellite from the surface of the earth to its final orbit [46], which can be as high as 35 
786 km in the case of Geostationary Orbit (GEO), and 2000 km in the case of Low Earth 
Orbit (LEO) ([28] reference 3). The cost to LEO was between 465 and 30 464$ per kg 
between 1990 and 2000 in year 2000 dollars [14], The other important cost arises from the 
overall complexity and reliability of the satellites themselves. Consequently, two ways of 
reducing the costs of launching a satellite are to find novel ways of lowering its mass, and 
reducing its complexity.

The rockets tha t lift satellites into space rarely deliver them to  their final desired orbits. 
This is because launch vehicles are nearly always staged, which means th a t they will shed 
sections as they make the climb to space, progressively getting rid of empty fuel tanks and 
their associated rocket engines. The final stage, then, is the propulsion system of the satel
lite itself, which was the subject of this research project. The project targeted in particular 
the propulsion requirements of smallsats (<  500 kg ) 1 ([28] reference 1), and are operated 
in Low Earth Orbit. It is natural to expect smallsat launches to increase as technologi
cal advancement allows the miniaturization of satellite components, and decreasing costs 
allow smaller market players such as educational institutions to  participate [38, 47]. It is 
also anticipated th a t even large satellites might soon be replaced by clusters of smallsats, 
[49].

1. Large satellites, in comparison, typically have masses >  1000 kg
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As satellites get smaller, their propulsion systems must also necessarily get smaller. How
ever, such miniaturized systems, called micropropulsion systems, are subject to  effects 
such as viscous and heat-transfer losses, as outlined by Martel [28] which limit their per
formance. Indeed, it is noted that as of 1998 the m ajority of microsats (10-100 kg) did 
not have a propulsion system of their own, and th a t this lack significantly reduced their 
potential ([28] reference 1). For these reasons, the need is anticipated for a novel kind of 
micropropulsion system th a t will not be affected by miniaturization in the same way.

One proposal for such a  new system is an M PDE, a Micro Pulse Detonation Engine. 
The MPDE would operate by ejecting condensed sta te  (liquid or solid) explosives into a 
detonation chamber at variable frequency, detonating them individually either by laser 
pulse [1], electron pulse [40], spark [43], or impact [21]2. In this way, both large and 
small thrust magnitudes could be achieved. Because of its use of supersonic detonations to 
liberate energy, as opposed to subsonic deflagrations or decompositions as in conventional 
systems (such as hydrazine, A^/Fj), such detonation propulsion would have the potential to 
be more efficient at small scales because the very high rate of energy release of a  detonation 
tends to minimize the above mentioned viscous and heat-transfer losses.

The heat-transfer losses are minimized because the blast wave th a t imparts the momentum 
generated by the detonation to the blast chamber walls (and thus the spacecraft) comes 
into contact with these walls only briefly, during which time the momentum is transfered, 
meaning that the time available for heat transfer, and thus for heat transfer loss, is greatly 
reduced.

The viscous losses essentially vanish because there is effectively no longer any flow of any 
kind. All the fluids/plasmas involved in exerting forces on the blast-camber walls exert 
these forces normal to the walls. While there might be some flow closer to  the edges of the 
hemispherical blast chamber, the forces exerted on these regions of the blast chamber all 
mostly cancel themselves out anyway.

Propulsion theory

Martel makes use of a method described by Erichsen ([28] reference 12) to relate “ the 
ratio of propulsion system mass to total mass as a function o f delta- V". The delta-V is 
an important quantity because it is a measure of the total thrust a rocket can produce. 
For a rocket launching a  payload from the earth, the thrust it generates, which is given

2. Not excluding the possibility of their being other methods.
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by multiplying the mass flow rate of the system by the exit velocity of the propellan t3, is 
the most im portant quantity:

Ft = M ve. (1.1)

In space however, where the force of gravity does not have to be overcome, it decreases 
in importance, and the total thrust tha t a propulsion system can deliver, the th rust of 
equation 1 . 1  multiplied by the total time t tot over which it can be produced, becomes the 
more important performance indicator. The delta-V is arrived at by dividing this to tal 
thrust, N.s, by a standard mass, M s, thus conveniently obtaining a velocity.

A v  = ^ o t
M s

The other quantity referred to by Erichsen, the ratio of the propulsion system mass, M ps 
to the total system mass Msc, is clearly im portant because it determines how much of the 
mass of the satellite can be reserved for the payload. For example, if the propulsion system 
of a satellite comprises 90% or more of the entire mass of the satellite, Afps/M sc > 0.9 , the 
question must be asked whether a better satellite design can be found. The more massive 
the satellites propulsion system is as a percentage of the satellites to tal mass, the more 
topical this question becomes.

Martel uses Erichsen’s method to compare two conventional rocket propulsion systems, 
nitrogen cold gas (JV2), and blow-down hydrazine monopropellant (N 2 H 4 ), under micro
propulsion conditions (Ttrue (true th ru s t4) <  lmiV), see figure 1.1.

It can be seen from figure 1.1 th a t because of the above mentioned viscous and heat 
transfer losses, it requires more propellant to produce the same total A V ,  because each 
unit of fuel produces less thrust. Because of these performance losses, comparisons of these 
curves to similar performance curves obtained by Martel for an MPDE employing a Lead 
Styphnate (LS) explosive are encouraging. See figure 1.2.

The curves in figure 1.2 show that the performance of M artel’s LS MPDE is comparable to 
tha t of the hydrazine monopropellant for A V  values of up to about 750 m /s, after which 
the MPDE shows superior performance. This is for an Isp of between 45 and 62 s, and the 
somewhat idealistic situation of an MPDE so well designed th a t the mass of the system 
that does not consist of the explosives can be neglected. The I sp is commonly considered

3. for pressure matched operation where the exhaust gasses expand to the outside pressure by the time 
they exit the nozzle

4. Thrust after viscuous and heat transfer losses are taken in account

3
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Figure 1.1 Specific performance of nitrogen cold gas and blow-down monopro
pellant hydrazine microthrusters [28]

the most useful performance indicator when evaluating a propulsion system ’s performance 
without reference to a specific mission. It is obtained by dividing the th rust, equation 1.1, 
by the mass flow rate of the system, then dividing by the gravitational acceleration, g, 
giving units of s . 5

Another im portant measure of the performance of a  rocket propopulsion system is its I ssp, 
or system specific impulse:

5. Dividing by g is merely conventional. If it were not divided by g, it would have units of m /s, which 
can be seen as associated with the exit velocity of the propellant. It can be seen from the thrust equation, 
eq 1.1, that increasing this exit velocity allows the same thrust to be produced while expelling a smaller 
mass of propellant. This then is one way of decreasing the mass of a propulsion system, which is clearly 
of great value.
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Figure 1 . 2  Specific performance of nitrogen cold gas microthruster, blow-down 
monopropellant hydrazine and lead styphnate MPDE (in near vacuum) [28]

Issp =  J ^ s ' (L3)

where I tot is the total impulse, equal to the thrust of the rocket propulsion system mul
tiplied by the total time it can spend thrusting. Issp is an important performance factor 
because it takes into account the dry mass of the system, the mass of the system th a t does 
not consist of propellant, as well as the amount of thrust tha t is generated from each unit 
mass of propellant.

Applicability of the MPDE

Martel further evaluates the applicability of the proposed MPDE in various situations. 
The first situation, what will be called primary, or approximate, orbital insertion, might
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require it to produce a  large thrust. This is frequently the case for commercial satellites, 
for example, whose missions don’t allow for extended periods of acceleration, and so larger 
rocket thrusters must be used. These rockets produce thrust by reacting a combustible 
gaseous mixture, a gas or liquid with a solid, as in hybrid rocket motors, where injection 
of the gas or liquid can be controlled, or by decomposing a liquid monopropellant such as 
hydrazine with the use of a catalyst that is physically attached to the inside of the rocket. 
This requires the opening and closing of valves th a t can only open and close slowly. As a 
result of this, these larger rockets are limited because they can only produce large amounts 
of thrust, or large impulse bits:

I  bit — M  Ispg (1-4)

This is the smallest unit of impulse th a t a rocket motor is capable of producing, and is 
seen to be proportional to the the smallest mass M  of fuel th a t can be released by the 
rockets valves. This results in a lack of precision, which is why they are used only for 
primary orbital insertion.

Secondary orbital insertion requires greater precision, and the use of smaller rockets. Be
cause these secondary rockets use smaller conduits to transport their fuel, valves of the 
same performance can deliver less fuel every time they are opened and closed. Therefore, 
these rockets can produce smaller impulse bits than the prim ary rockets.

Finally, a third system is required. This is because, although it has a  very low density, 
there is dust and gas and other debris in space around the earth, beyond the earth ’s 
atmosphere, and collisions with this material cause the orbits of satellites to  decay. This 
decay is very gradual, but almost without exception, satellites have to m aintain their 
orbits to a very high degree of precision in order to maintain the level of service they were 
designed for. This is referred to as station keeping6. They must also be able to control 
their orientation in space, either changing or maintaining this orientation as per mission 
requirements. This is called a ttitude control, (ACS). As a result of both  the requirements 
of station keeping and attitude control, frequent tiny orbital corrections are needed, which 
can only be provided by very small rocket motors.

Of these, (1 ) primary and secondary orbital insertion, (2) drag makeup, and (3) a ttitude  
control, Martel found the second one, drag makeup, to be the situation to which the LS 
MPDE can be most readily applied.

6. or drag makeup
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The applicability of the MPDE to the third one, attitude control, is determined by its 
impulse bit, with M  now referring to the mass of one explosive. Martel finds an impulse 
bit between 2.9 and 6.7 mN.s for lead styphnate explosives of mass M  between 6.5 and 
11 mg, with an Isp betwen 45 and 62 seconds7. This /^ t , once multiplied by the number 
of detonations per second, for example one detonation per second, gives units of force.

Martel concluded tha t the small /&* th a t can be produced makes the M PDE an ideal 
candidate for satellite ACS, easily superior to cold gas systems. Furthermore, he deter
mined tha t (1) if a simple low cost design could be arrived at, the M PDE should be able 
to out-compete all other minisat (100-500 kg) chemical ACS systems, and (2) if the I^ t 
could be reduced even further, it should be able to accommodate smaller microsat ( 1 0 - 1 0 0  

kg) applications as well.

The applicability of the MPDE to the first situations, primary and secondary orbital 
insertion, is determined by the maximum continuous thrust it can produce, which is defined 
as:

-P m a i =  f m a x  I  b it > ( 1 - 5 )

in which / max is the maximum detonation frequency. This frequency, which M artel de
scribes as the maximum frequency a t which the MPDE can operate in a more efficient 
vacuum mode (as opposed to an atmospheric mode), is 10 kHz, 10 000 explosions per 
second, over two orders of magnitude faster than the human eye can perceive. This would 
yield a maximum continuous thrust of between 29 and 67 N, “ very high values considering 
the [potential] size o f the MPDE” [28]. This maximum continuous thrust is limited princi
pally by the Iap of the explosives, currently between 45 and 62 s. Martel concludes th a t if 
a more energetic explosive can be found, increasing this I sp to over 1 0 0 s, th a t the perfor
mance curve of the MPDE in figure 1.2 for this Isp value would show th a t its performance 
was comparable or superior to th a t of a monopropellant hydrazine thruster designed to 
produce a true thrust of less than 1 mN (whereas with the existing 45-62 s I sp, it can only 
compete with a hydrazine thruster producing 0.1 mN).

A frequency of 1 to 10 000 detonations per second is a  staggering 4 orders of m agnitude 
variation in detonation frequency, and thus represents a significant challenge. It also repre
sents 4 orders of magnitude variation in the thrust tha t is produced, which is why current 
satellites require multiple propulsion systems to  accomplish it [28]. In this way as well the

7. The smallest cold gas and hydrazine thrusters in use in 1997 had impulse bits of 0.1 mN.s and 13.5 
mN.s, respectively ([28] reference 50)
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MPDE is a  desirable alternative to traditional propulsion systems because it simplifies the 
satellite as a whole, requiring it to  have only one kind of propulsion system, as opposed 
to several different kinds.

1.2 The advantages of solid state  explosives

1.2.1 Storage in space

While Martel believes th a t the explosive selected for use in this detonation rocket m otor 
should be a liquid or slurry explosive, because of the ease of delivering droplets of liquid 
explosive as opposed to individual grains of solid explosive, he also emphasizes the fact 
that a  key feature of the MPDE is th a t no pressurizing system is necessary, so th a t the tank 
mass can be neglected in the delta-V calculations. Unfortunately, liquids cannot exist a t 
either extremely low pressures or tem peratures or they will boil or freeze [31]. Therefore, if 
a liquid explosive is to be used, it must be kept both under pressure, and maintained above 
a certain temperature. Furthermore, this must be done in such a way th a t ejection is still 
possible, within the frequency range mentioned, without the explosive boiling out of the 
ejection hole or freezing inside it between ejections. It would have to be confirmed as well 
that such a liquid explosive could remain liquid while moving through the vacuum of the 
ejection chamber to the detonation location. Martel identifies ink-jet printing technology 
as a possible ejection system, but it is clear th a t modifications would have to  be made to 
this technology in order for it to be of use for storing and ejecting liquids in space.

In the search for an alternative explosive, it is useful to compare potential candidates 
based on the chief performance indicator of a rocket fuel, its energy output, because this 
is related to its Isp. To this end, the explosive with the greatest potential is one studied by 
Kovalev [21], whose energy output is estimated at 12 kJ/g , some 3 times more powerful 
than TN T ’s output of 4.2 k J /g  [28].

Kovalev’s explosive is composed of a layer of hydrogenated porous silicon th a t detonates 
when it comes into contact with oxygen a t a cryogenic tem perature of 90 Kelvin. An 
additional advantage of this material, beyond its energy output, is its safety: the liquid 
oxygen and the porous silicon could be transported to the detonation area separately, 
eliminating the possibility of prem ature detonation of the fuel. A difficulty, however, lies in 
maintaining the oxygen under the 90 Kelvin tem perature limit right up until the moment 
it enters the pores of the silicon. Like liquids, storing it would face tem perature and 
pressure control challenges. Furthermore, contact between the two materials would occur
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in the detonation chamber, whose tem perature might be higher than this because of the 
previous detonations. As detonation frequency increases, there is increasingly little time 
to evacuate and thereby cool the chamber. For the desired high detonation frequency of 
10 kHz, the situation could be intractable. A final difficulty is the process of the liquid 
oxygen contacting the porous silicon. It is not clear exactly how fast this proceeds, or 
under exactly what conditions, but Kovalev refers to  a process of condensation. It may 
be that the forces of impact cause the liquid oxygen to be dispersed before it has time 
to condense in the pores sufficiently in order to cause a detonation with its full potential 
energy output.

Because of the difficulties involved in storing and using anything at cryogenic tem peratures 
other porous silicon based explosives have been developed more recently th a t detonate at 
room temperature. One of these, developed by Clement [7], fills the pores with calcium 
perchlorate which has a high oxygen content. It has a lower detonation energy (7.3 k J/g ), 
but Clement claims that the most powerful explosive known at the time (2005) falls below 
8  kJ/g . This is in contradiction with Kovalev, whose explosive is claimed to have the energy 
output of 12 kJ/g , but one can presume th a t Clement excludes Kovalev’s explosive from 
consideration because of its cryogenic character. If this is so, then we can read Clement as 
claiming that the most powerful explosive known in 2005 th a t can be stored and detonated 
at room temperature, falls below 8  kJ/g . Interpreting this statem ent as referring to the most 
powerful liquid or solid explosive known in 2005, we can conclude that Clem ent’s explosive 
is a good candidate in terms of our criteria of high energy output, and th a t by corollary, 
because it is a solid explosive, th a t it would be desirable to develop an ejector for solid 
explosives.

1.2.2 Initiation sensitivity

A second concern with liquid explosives is the initiation system of these liquids. The 
initiation sensitivity of the chosen explosive is of critical importance. The easier it is to 
detonate it, the less complex, costly, and massive an initiation system is required. M artel 
clearly identifies the development of a  more sensitive explosive as an area of priority for 
future research, indicating tha t no laser initiation system with sufficient energy ou tpu t and 
small enough mass to be suitable for use in the MPDE was found [28]. While finding an 
acceptable way of initiating liquid explosives remains a research option, either by making 
them more sensitive, finding a  suitable laser initiation system, or developing a  new system 
for the purpose, other options are available and desirable.
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An exciting opportunity lies in initiating detonation through impact. In such a mechanism, 
granular explosives would arrive in the detonation area at sufficiently high velocity to det
onate upon impact with either a barrier of some type or with a  sibling explosive traveling 
with that same velocity in the opposite direction. If impact can be made to  work as an 
initiation mechanism, the clear benefit is th a t there is no need to design a separate initia
tion system, thus reducing costs and system complexity. Initiation of solid sta te  explosives 
by shock and impact has been an established technique for many years, and extensive 
literature on the impact sensitivity of explosives exists, for example [4, 41, 44, 50].

Liquid explosives would likely be much harder to detonate by impact than  solid ones and 
therefore would not be useful in a system designed to initiate by impact. This is because 
liquids are commonly known not to  be compressible. They can be pressurized, but their 
change in volume, even under very high pressure, is negligible. Therefore what would 
happen to two liquid explosives on impact would likely not be detonation but, possibly, 
they would spread out on contact, making a flat, ever expanding disc in space, or, if not 
colliding head on, deform themselves in complex ways, ultimately forming multiple drops. 
Initiation by impact might work with the explosives considered by Clement or Kovalev 
however, given that: “ Another way of ignition is a weak impact. The transformation of the 
mechanical energy of the impact into the energy fo r  rupturing Si-Si bonds has to be very 
efficient in porous Si layers since they are a mechanically noncontinuous medium. In  a 
conglomerate o f interconnected Si nanometer-sized wires [8 ], the deformation energy can 
be concentrated in a certain place and can be high enough to disrupt Si bonds and to form  
free radicals” [2 1 ]

While Clement (2005) makes no comment about the ability of this explosive to detonate 
by impact because he is focused on the requirements of the automotive industry, it seems 
reasonable that a similar mechanism might also work for this explosive. M artel happens to 
identify the radius of the hemispherical detonation chamber th a t would be most desirable 
as being 9.6 mm, »  1  cm. Therefore, in order to achieve the detonation frequency of 10 
kHz, the desired maximum explosive ejection velocity for vacuum mode operation would 
have to be 100 m /s [28]. Martel has confirmed that the explosion itself and the evacuation 
of the detonation chamber occur sufficiently rapidly for these numbers to  be realistic. This 
is a very high velocity, and therefore the possibility of implementing initiation by impact 
must be considered.

To quantify this possibility, according to Suceska [44], a 0.6 kg weight dropped onto Mer
cury fulminate from a height of 8.5 cm leads to initiation 100% of the time. This is an 
energy input of «  0.5 Joules. The kinetic energy of one of our ejected explosives is 0.05
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Joules. This appears to be an unattractive factor of 10, but we must take into account 
the surface area over which this energy is injected. Martel uses some moulded charges of 
density 2.25 g/cc, and some of his charges weigh 10 mg, meaning th a t his charges have 
radii of ~  1 mm. In Suceska’s figure 2.10, It seems possible th a t the surface area over which 
the pressure is applied to the explosives is significantly larger than tha t, quite possibly by 
a factor of 10 or even more. These numbers can be compared with M artel’s finding th a t 
Pure Lead Styphnate, and Moulded Lead Styphnade with addition of 2% K4M binder, 
both initiated reliably with only 75 mJ of light energy. Given the consistency of these 
numbers we conclude tha t initiation of mg solid explosives by impact with each-other is a 
definite possibility.

1.3 Cost and availability

Regarding costs and availability, a number of solid explosives are readily available and 
economical. Clement’s explosive based on porous silicon, for example, is manufactured in 
clean-rooms according to standard procedures, and is designed for use with automotive 
air-bags. Therefore it will likely be mass-produced in the future, bringing its cost down 
further. In fact, porous silicon technology has now advanced to the state where it no longer 
requires the use of clean-rooms for its fabrication, bringing its cost down even further [48].

1.4 Objective: a mechanical ejector o f  solids

As a result of M artel’s work and the above observations of the challenges of storing and 
initiating liquid state explosives, in comparison with the potential ease of accomplishing 
both of these with solid state  explosives, it is concluded tha t an ejector of granular solids 
is a developmental requirement. This therefore is the objective of the current research 
project. This ejector must be able to meet at least the three following requirements in 
order for further development to be worthwhile:

1. Eject individual grains on demand.

2. Perform these ejections at frequencies of up to  10 kHz.

3. Perform these ejections without the help of the earth’s gravity.

The best system must also be able to meet the following requirements:

1. Operate at the largest I sp and Issp possible.
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This thesis presents the device tha t is proposed to meet these requirements in the following 
way:

Chapter two reviews the literature relevant to pulse detonation rocket engines th a t use 
solid state explosives, as well as the literature on granular materials and their properties. 
It explores potential methods of ejecting individual grains from a granular mass through 
the use of forces tha t are not gravitational or inertial in nature, and finds them  insufficient 
to meet the M PDE’s design requirements. It concludes tha t re-introducing gravity by way 
of a rotating ejector is the only feasible way of dealing with the loss of the earth ’s gravity 
as an effective force for moving the explosives through the ejection system.

Chapter three starts by presenting the general concept of the proposed solution, counter- 
rotating spinners tha t eject pairs of solid state explosives into a detonation chamber where 
they detonate on impact with each-other, and explains how it can meet the requirements 
outlined above. It proceeds to identify one significant challenge faced by the proposed 
system, that of pressure buildup within the system and against the individual ejectors 
tha t release the explosives a t the appropriate times. A solution to this problem is then 
proposed, and shown to work analytically and experimentally. The chapter then describes 
the design of single ejector th a t was selected for testing, and the testing methodology th a t 
was used to evaluate it, both in isolation, and in the  context of a single spinner.

Chapter four presents the results of the tests that were conducted and the analysis th a t 
was used to determine which of them were reliable. It finishes with a discussion of the 
conclusions that can be drawn from the results, and the performance th a t can be predicted 
for future devices through extrapolation of the results to date. The design will be shown 
to produce an ejection rate of up to  50 ejections per second in such a  way th a t multiple 
devices of this type and a slightly modified type integrated into one system of reasonable 
dimension could attain  the 10 kHz ejection rate desired.

Chapter five summarizes the conclusions of chapter four, and of the thesis overall, and 
concludes with a  discussion of some of the issues still to be addressed in order for a 
working system to be demonstrated.
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CHAPTER 2 

Relevant literature

2.1 PDEs using condensed state  explosives

One of the most remarkable aspects of this research project was that it appeared th a t the 
most recent work tha t had been done on propulsion by solid state  pulse detonation dated 
to 1983 ([28] reference 22), and 1979 [51]. There had been interest a t the University of 
Central Florida [23], and several patents, but they were either repetitive and lacked detail 
[22, 24, 25], or did not cite performance data  and were unlikely to deliver the performance 
required [17].

Martel mentioned another option in his thesis because of its simplicity, th a t of a piezoelec
tric droplet ejector for ink-jet printing [36]. This device was originally designed for liquids, 
but was also shown to be capable of ejecting powders. In the context of this project, it is 
best described as a combination of piston and vibrator where for space applications, the 
piston could be held in place with a spring. This is because powders acted on by gravity 
are known to be compressible while larger diameter (for example, > 1  mm diameter) gran
ular materials are much less so. The first problem with this (and most vibration options) 
as a method of ejecting solid state granular material was the amount of energy which was 
required to move the entire mass of granular material back and fourth. This was not an 
issue with liquids or compressible powders. The second problem was th a t this vibration 
method could not independently achieve individual ejection.

As a result, there seemed to be strong evidence tha t we, M artel and Brouillette [28] and I, 
were alone in the field of condensed-state-explosive pulse detonation propulsion, and th a t 
the method of achieving this to be improved on was Yang’s from 1979.

Yang [51], managed to achieve solid state  detonations a t 100 Hz, but the injection and 
initiation systems were designed so th a t parts of them  were required to  be attached to 
each explosive. These parts did not contribute to the energy output of the engine. There
fore their inclusion in Yang’s system caused a reduction in his engines I sp, because their 
contribution to the mass of the propulsion system increased with the number of explosives 
brought to space. For this reason, in this research project a method needed to be found 
to eject untethered explosives.
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Individual seed [12] and bead [16] dispensers were two examples of many devices th a t had 
been invented for use on earth tha t accomplished the task of ejecting, injecting, delivering, 
or dispensing individual units of solid material. However, the performance requirements 
tha t these devices had to satisfy were very different from those associated with operation 
in space, and with this application in particular. For example, simplicity, low mass (high 
I ssp), high reliability, and both high and low frequency controled ejection of individual 
solids in the same device were all conditions tha t had to be met in order for a system to 
be considered acceptable.

The conclusion was tha t none of these devices designed for miselanious applications on 
earth would be able to contribute anything to the project. Something new would have to 
be invented for the purpose. However, it was the case th a t granular materials had been 
studied extensively, and tha t if some form of gravity could be re-introduced in space, for 
example through the use of a rotating ejector, tha t much of the knowledge derived from 
these studies could be applied to the current project. Potential ejector designs therefore 
fell into two categories: ( 1 ) those th a t took advantage of the knowledge about granular 
flows under the influence of gravity by invoking a rotating ejector, and (2 ) those th a t 
saught an alternative solution th a t would not require gravity.

2.2 Granular flows in the presence o f  gravity

Hoppers (gravity chutes) have been used to achieve the controlled ejection of granular 
materials in the presence of gravity since 1895 [42], and scoops have been used to achieve 
the controlled ejection of individual grains since 1924 [37]. However, granular m aterials are 
a complex state of m atter whose behavior is still not fully understood. Zehev and Tadmor
[54]1, discuss the pressure exerted by a granular material on the inner surface of a  silo 
in some detail, stating quite emphatically tha t granular materials are a fundamentally 
distinct medium that sometimes behaves like a liquid, and sometimes like a solid.

Janssen [42] was amoung the first to study granular materials formally, and found th a t 
when silos were filled with grain, the pressure did not increase linearly w ith depth as it 
would were it to be filled with a liquid. Instead, the pressure increased asym ptotically up 
to  a limit, above which adding more grain no longer had any effect on the pressure a t the 
bottom  of the silo. This is now referred to as the Janssen effect, see figure 2.1.

Janssen showed how this effect could be explained by postulating that the weight of grain 
supported by the walls of the silo increased as the depth of grain in the silo increased,

1. section 4.3, and the first 3-4 references from chapter 4
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1S2 THE HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING OF POLYMER PARTICULATE SOLIDS
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Fig. 4.6 Base pressure in a 10-in-diameter cylindrical hopper filled with 1/8-in PS cubes with 
K  =  0.521, f w as 0.523, and pt  = 39/b/ftJ. [Reprinted by permission from W. L. McCabe and J. C. : 
Smith, Unit Operations of Chemical Engineering, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1956.]

Figure 2.1 Pressures in a cylindrical hopper [54]

and that it increased in such a way th a t the walls could be said to bear over 99% of 
the weight of additional grain above a certain critical depth. It would appear based on 
Janssen’s original publication [42] th a t this critical depth is about 6  silo diameters, or 3 
silo diameters if the number is dropped to 90%. Zuriguel [55], sets it a t 1.5 silo diameters 
for his calculations.

Because the pressure a t the bottom  of a silo is essentially constant due to  the Janssen effect, 
and because the flow rate from the bottom s of silos has been observed to be constant, it 
has been frequently assumed in the literature (References [12] in [2]) th a t the flow rate 
from the bottom  of a silo is proportional to  the pressure a t the bottom of th a t silo. T hat 
flow rate has been calculated for many years using the Beverloo formula [5], which relates 
the mass flow rate to the square root of the gravitational acceleration:

W  =  Cp 3 Dy/ j ( A  -  k D )in+1/2\  (2.1)

where n equals 1 for 2-d silos, and 2 for 3-d silos. W  is the mass flow rate in kg/s, p^p is the 
bulk density, A  is the area of the opening through which the flow exits, D  is the diameter 
of the individual granules, and C  and k  are two empirical dimensionless constants. Notice 
that nowhere in the formula does the height of the granular material in the silo appear.
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Surprisingly, the minimum orifice diameter through which such a flow proceeds with no 
possibility of jamming was only established conclusively as recently as 2005 by Zuriguel
[55], who found tha t it was 4.94 ±  0.03 effective bead diameters. For orifice diam eters less 
than this, interm ittent flow and jamming can occur through the formation of arches [55]. 
Once an arch forms, or the material finds itself in a motionless state for any other reason, 
in order for it to display liquid properties again it must be “fluidized” [9]. There are two 
principle methods of accomplishing this: the application of a  shear stress, and th a t of 
vibration.

The simplest form of shear stress is achieved by supporting the m ajority of a mass of 
granular material against the force of gravity, while leaving some parts of it un-supported. 
This is the mode of operation of a funnel or hopper. Hilton [18] has studied a somewhat 
more elaborate way of introducing shear stress, th a t of rotating the pierced base of a 
granular column. He showed th a t the discharge rate through the hole could be increased 
by as much as 10% and possibly more. Hilton’s research is particularly interesting in th a t 
it brings up the question of whether the shearing forces introduced by a ro tating base 
could allow flow to proceed through an orifice of only one bead diameter. This possibility 
will be revisited, albeit briefly, in chapter 3.

2.2 .1  Vibration

Vibration has also been extensively studied. Of great interest is Janda’s [19] work devel
oping a hopper with a vibrating orifice th a t achieved single bead ejection. Unfortunately, 
Beverloo’s formula does not accurately predict the flow through very small apertures [20]. 
However, the theory of flow rates through hoppers has been re-visited recently by Mankoc 
[27] and Janda [20], who have extended Berverloo’s flow rate  equation to  these small aper
tures, at least for two dimensional silos. This allows the flow rate that might be expected 
through a hopper with a vibrating orifice of 1  bead diameter to  be calculated, which works 
out to about 50 beads ejected per second, with Jan d a’s [19] numbers. However, if gravity 
was re-introduced to such a hopper by rotating it at high velocity, the G-forces inside 
would be considerably higher than 1 G. Fifty G ’s gives over 300 beads ejected per second, 
while 100 G ’s gives nearly 500. However, these calculations remain purely academic be
cause the mechanism that provides the vibration has to be able to continue functioning 
when being pressed down on by these high G-loads, which is unlikely. Also, it is noted 
in Janda’s article th a t their experimental results for low orifice size appeared to  degrade 
faster than their equation predicted. This was said to be because the flow a t these orifice 
sizes was not regular. It remains to be seen whether regular flow of granular material can
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be achieved through an orifice of one bead diameter, and if so, what flow rates can be 
accomplished. These results were also only for two dimensional silos where the beads were 
already lined up with the orifice in one dimension. The numbers for three dimensional 
silos of small orifice diameter are significantly smaller, scaling as orifice diam eter to  the 
5/2 power, as opposed to the 3/2 power for 2-d silos.

2.2 .2  Electromagnetics

Once flow has been established, it has to be controlled. Electrostatic as well as mechanical 
methods can be used as valves. Two different types of electrostatic valves which use elec
troclamping have been described by Ghadiri [15], and Metayer [30]. M etayer’s geometry is 
possibly the simpler to implement. However, applying the equation he provides to predict 
the changes in slope angle with applied voltage makes it clear that the effect, a t least 
for this geometry, is very weak. Ghadiri’s grate geometry might work better if the grates 
were placed at an angle so tha t the outer wall of a rotating device would compensate 
for most of the inertial force, meaning th a t the inter-particle frictional force would only 
have to provide a small force in order to stop the flow. The same effect could possibly be 
accomplished by placing thin solid insulating barriers to each side of M etayer’s conducting 
walls so tha t the beads between them have something to  brace themselves against when 
forming their arch.

Unfortunately, electrostatic valves have two drawbacks. First, they are normally open. 
They serve not to produce ejection, but to  prevent it, and so in order to  eject at a precise 
time they must be used in a context wherein if they are ever de-activated, ejection will 
occur. The corollary is tha t any time when ejection is not desired, they m ust be activated, 
drawing power. Thus, the rocket engine will continually draw power, even when it is 
not actually thrusting, which is illogical. It is also costly, as power on a  satellite is a t a 
premium. Ghadiri (1992) claims a power consumption of 0.625W for a 115 mm diam eter 
column under gravity. While this is not necessarily large, it is not zero, and how much it 
would actually be in space with the final system would depend on many variables.

The second drawback is tha t one of these variables is relative humidity, RH. The elec
troclamping mechanism requires the adsorbtion of atmospheric moisture by the grains of 
the granular material in order to function. This adsorbed moisture gives the grains surface 
conductivity resulting in their being pressed together at their contact points, increasing 
the friction between them [13, 29, 30]. Given tha t the relative humidity of space is zero, 
there is no adsorbed moisture. Therefore there can not be any current flow as a  result 
of this moisture, and no electroclamping. In consequence, a conductive surface coating
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would have to be given to the explosives, or some other treatm ent rendering their surfaces 
conducting while keeping their bulk insulating so as to  keep the power consumption down. 
This surface coating, however, would potentially limit the Isp as was pointed out earlier 
in the context of Yang’s detonation engine, so tha t such a solution must be treated with 
caution. Finally, while this valve could potentially allow the flow of only a few explosives 
at a time, it is unlikely th a t it could provide controlled and reliable individual ejection, 
and so a secondary system would still be needed. Overall, it was concluded th a t such 
valving could work, but many issues would need to be resolved before any im plem entation 
in space could be attem pted.

A few other techniques related to electromagnetism were also found to be interesting. First 
was Dave’s work [10] which concerned the use of small permanent-magnetic particles to 
fluidize the material and prevent jamming. This was a type of internal vibration. Electric 
fields have also been used to increase the flow rate of metallic particles [6 ]. If metallic 
explosives were to be used for this project, this could be interesting. An application of 
electrostatics to granular flow control has also been given by Hoi [45], which described a 
way of manipulating individual granules on a surface.

2.3 Ejecting solids without gravity

The plunger scenario

Perhaps the greatest challenge in developing an alternative injection system for granular 
materials was that nearly all such systems had been developed for use on earth  where 
gravity was used as the driving force; Floyd (1976) and Tommy (1983) were examples. 
Removing gravity required the consideration of other means for motivating the flow of 
the granular material through the system. One of the simplest seemed to be storing the 
material in a cylinder with a  hole a t one end from which it could be ejected, and replacing 
the gravitational force with an external force, a plunger, pushing on the m aterial from the 
other end. This scenario will be referred to  as the plunger scenario. Unfortunately, it is 
not likely to work, for several reasons.

The first reason the plunger scenario is not ideal is because of the Janssen effect, discussed 
in section 2 .2 , whereby the pressure in a silo reaches an asymptotic limiting value as 
the depth of grain within it increases past a critical depth. Assuming th a t the granular 
material is composed of spherical grains, adding one layer of this m aterial into a silo is 
equivalent to pressing down on the rest of the granular material in the silo with a force 
equal to F  = mg  where m  is equal to the mass of the one layer of the material. Because
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of Janssen’s effect, the pressure exerted by this additional layer of granular m aterial will 
have no effect on the pressure at the bottom  of the silo if the depth of grain in the silo is 
greater than the critical depth. Only pressure, or force, exerted in excess of this am ount 
will be felt, and determining the extent to which it increases the pressure at the bottom  of 
the silo would require further analysis, as Janssen’s derivation treated the specific weight 
of the granular material as a constant.

W hat is known is tha t if twice this pressure was exerted it would not have much effect 
because this would be close to the equivalent of adding yet another layer of granular 
material on top of the first. Extra granular material added past this asymptotic limit would 
have a mass M a, which would be subject to  the earth ’s gravitational field. It would exert 
a vertical force Fyj on the granular material beneath it, and Fy2 on the walls containing 
it such th a t Fyl +  Fy2 = M ag. Fyl for its part would then be transm itted through the rest 
of the material causing a force Fy4 to  be exerted on the lower walls such th a t Fyl — Fy4, 

meaning that Fy3  would be ss 0 on the floor of the silo, because of the Janssen effect. See 
figure 2 .2 .

Critical Depth

Diam eter

Figure 2.2 Pressures in a  hopper [54]
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By the above argument, if a cylinder of the same dimensions were to be filled by the same 
amount in zero-g, pressing on the granular material at the open end of it with a force of 
this same M ag would also exert a force Fy 3  w 0 on the surface at the other end of the 
cylinder.

Predicting the extent to which a force greater than this would influence the  force exerted on 
the other end of the cylinder is a non-trivial problem. Calculating it might be accomplished 
by re-deriving Janssen’s results, but with the specific weight of the granular m aterial no 
longer a constant. This is not necessary however because it has been dem onstrated by 
Peng [35] tha t the Janssen effect can be removed if a modified cylinder is adopted whose 
containing walls are not attached to the end wall with the aperture or to the plunger 
pressing against the granular material, but allows the three parts to slide against each- 
other without letting the granular material out between them. In this way, the system can 
be defined as the sum of 4 parts, the plunger, the end-wall with the hole, the side walls, 
and the granular material itself, see figure 2.3.

I  (1) Plunger w
Rollers

(3) Side Wall

(2) End Wall with hole

Figure 2.3 Illustration of four part cylinder discussed by Peng [35]
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According to Peng, the Janssen effect is also referred to in the literature through the 
concept of a “free fall arch”, FFA [33], th a t forms around the opening through which the 
granular material flows, as illustrated in figure 2.4.

ft* Stationary 
Granular 
M aterial

({f+ “  —  Freely Falling M aterial 

Hptfhr
H S f v ^

Figure 2.4 Illustration of Free-Fall Arch, discussed by Peng [35]

Furthermore, Peng believes th a t the effects of the FFA are much more substantial than  
we have permitted ourselves to  propose above: “ The FFA assumed here is rather unusual. 
It can resist all force F given by the weight o f the column H, and any load L on its top, 
such that Q is fully protected from being influenced.” In his case, L is the force applied by 
the plunger, and Q is the mass flow rate, the same as the W  defined in equation 2.1.

Peng found that, contrary to  the popular belief tha t this so called free fall arch screens the 
applied piston force from influencing the outflow velocity, the flow rate actually increased 
linearly with this force, a finding which could actually indicate the feasibility of the piston 
concept. Unfortunately, the effect only appears to have been noticeable for orifices 7 times 
the grain diameter, while the cylinder itself was only about 5 times greater again (orifice 
diameter «  21% silo diameter). Also, a 50 kg weight was required to increase the flow 
rate by 0.04 kg/s (10.5 cm /s from an orifice of diameter 2.2 cm, with bulk density of 
1.5 g/cm 3). For smaller orifice diameters, the effect rapidly vanished, becoming nearly 
imperceptible for orifices 5 times the bead diameter (13% of the silo diameter). There is 
also no information on the effects of changing the bead diameter, which would allow us to 
determine whether this effect was a result of varying the bead diameter as a function of 
the orifice diameter, the orifice diameter as a function of the cylinder diameter, or both. In 
the case of the numbers given, it took a 50 kg mass, 500 N, to  produce an outflow of 10.5 
cm /s from an orifice 2.2 cm in diameter, with Zheng’s special setup wherein the walls of

Free — Fall Arch, 
FFA
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the silo could move independently from the base and the applied force so th a t the Janssen 
effect was eliminated. Fifty kg is a large mass, and if the orifice diameter droped from 22 
mm to 14 mm, the effect was lost.

While this test was interesting, it also wasn’t actually performed in zero gravity, or in 
such a way th a t the effect of gravity was truly eliminated, such as forcing the granular 
material up out of the top of the cylinder as opposed to down through the bottom , and so 
it gives no really reliable indication of how well the plunger scenario would actually work. 
It is possible tha t the gain in the flow rate occurs only in the presence of an existing flow 
rate driven by gravity . 2  Finally, the data  was only collected while the height of beads in 
the silo was between 51 cm and 37 cm. So it is possible th a t when the height drops below 
this, the effect vanishes or decreases, making it even less interesting for the purposes of 
this project.

The second reason why the plunger scenario is not ideal is th a t there is evidence [2, 3, 56] 
tha t mass flow from a hopper is not actually caused by the pressure near the orifice of the 
hopper, but by the force of gravity acting on grains below the FFA or free fall arch. This 
would also explain why Zheng’s plunger experiments did not provide greater flow rates than 
they do. Aguirre (2011) presents an experiment involving a horizontal two dimensional silo 
driven not by gravity, but by a  conveyor belt, so th a t the exit velocity of the grains, which 
in his case were Plexiglass discs about 1 cm in diameter, could be controlled independently 
of the pressure in the silo. The pressure in the silo, for its part, was varied in two ways. 
First, it was observed tha t this pressure was proportional to the total surface area of the 
disks that were in contact with the conveyor belt inside the silo. Therefore as disks exited 
leaving fewer inside the silo, this pressure necessarily to decreased. This happened while 
the exit velocity was held constant. The density of ejected disks was observed to  be close 
to constant as well, demonstrating th a t the two variables, mass flow rate  and silo exit 
pressure, were independent. Secondly, the test was repeated with extra  weights on each 
of the disks, increasing their mass, the friction between them and the conveyor belt, and 
therefore the force tha t the conveyor belt exerted on them. This ultimately increased the 
pressure inside the silo. The distribution of ejected disks was shown to  not vary for the 
same exit velocity, silo geometry and aperture geometry when these extra  weights were 
added, further demonstrating the independence of the mass flow rate and the pressure. 
These findings overturned the assumption made above tha t the mass flow rate  is uniquely

2. This could have been done by putting the cap with no orifice on the bottom, and the cap with the 
orifice on top with the aforementioned 50 kg weight, essentially forcing it down into the reservoir of beads.
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determined by the outlet pressure, even if Janssen’s theory giving this pressure is shown 
to hold.

Alonso-Marroquin (2011) and Zuriguel (2011) provide supporting evidence for this finding 
by studying the effect of a  barrier in front of the aperture. In Alonso-Marroquin’s case 
this was done by computer modeling, and in Zuriguel’s case by direct experimentation. 
They found that a circular object of carefully selected diam eter and distance above the 
aperture could significantly (10% in Alonso-Marroquin’s case) increase the flow rate, and 
in Zuriguel’s case dramatically (by two orders of magnitude) decrease the probability of 
jamming. This was attributed to the barrier supporting much of the weight of the gran
ular material above it, thereby shielding the granular material in the immediate vicinity 
of the aperture from the full pressure it would ordinarily have been subjected to. This 
demonstrated th a t not only was high pressure not largely responsible for producing the 
outflow3, but th a t it is largely responsible for the jamming of small orifices, and in some 
cases, for slowing the flow.

If pressure is not responsible for the outflow phenomenon, something else has to  be. Clearly 
this is gravity, or another driving force as in Aguirre’s (2011) case. The best way of 
describing the mechanism involved appears to be postulating an area or a volume of 
free-fall above the orifice, the FFA or free fall arch referred to  earlier. This is because 
the velocity profile at the orifice itself matches what would be observed if this arch was 
parabolic, and if the granular material within it (at least for the 2 -d case) falls toward the 
orifice opening under the influence of gravity [2 0 ].

Another problem common to all methods of ejecting granular material th a t involve pistons 
is that assuming the plunger head is flat, the volume of explosives filling the conical section 
of the delivery system can never be ejected. If instead there were no conical sections, it 
would be very difficult to get the last remaining explosives ejected. In sections 1.4 and 
2 .2 .1 , the possibility of re-introducing gravity to a  hopper in space by rotating it was 
mentioned briefly. Such a rotating system would not experience these same difficulties in 
ejecting the last of its explosives.

O ther m ethods of ejecting w ithout gravity

Several other methods for the delivery of granular solids th a t could be of interest for 
this project are described by Yang [52]. Among the methods suggested th a t could be 
of assistance specifically in providing a  force to move the explosives from the storage

3. Peng’s work seems to indicate that it is at least partially responsible, at least for the case of large 
orifices [35]
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chamber to  the detonation chamber are pneumatic or gas-assisted flow, and electrostatic 
or electromagnetic methods.

Pneumatic or gas-assisted flow could also be an attractive option because of its potential to 
solve the jamming problems discussed above. It might also provide the ejection velocities 
tha t are required, and the maximum explosives flow rate, 10 000 per second. Unfortunately, 
it would also require potentially large reservoirs of pressurized gas, which might be heavy 
or dangerous if under very high pressure. Recall th a t one of the reasons for selecting 
condensed state explosives for this project was to avoid these pressurization systems. 
Micro-gaseous systems were also known to leak continuously ([28] reference 2), which was 
another reason th a t condensed state  explosives were selected. The most recent review by 
Oh in 2006 [34] finds similar results. Only one valve is found, developed by Rogge [39], 
for which the valving time and the leakage is known and small, 2  ms valving time, and 
leakage of 30 microliters per minute. T hat leakage actually appears to be quite low, but it 
is equivalent to 1.3 liters per month, which could be problematic. The 2 ms valving time 
similarly seems acceptable, but a 10 000 kHz ejection rate requires valve response times in 
the tenths of milliseconds. There are two valves mentioned th a t have faster valving times, 
but their leakage is not given. Finally, while it is easier to see how individual ejection at 
small frequency might be accomplished with a pneumatic system, it is harder to  imagine 
how precise high frequency ejection might be made to  work. The valves would have to be 
resistant to high pressures and allow for the release of air at precise intervals and high 
frequencies. Furthermore, if the explosives are tumbling and not spherically symmetrical, 
it might be difficult to predict the effect of the gas flow on them.

Electrostatic methods are yet another option. If the explosives can be stored with a charge, 
or given a charge, they can be m anipulated with electric and magnetic fields in a way 
similar to charged particles in a particle accelerator. Additionally, if charged, they will also 
mutually repel one another, another way by which the granular material could gain fluid
like properties. An object with a permanent electric field is called an ‘electret’, for example 
[26]. Unfortunately, although an electret can store charge and generate and maintain an 
electric field for years, it is the analogue of a  magnet in tha t the net electric charge is zero.

Triboelectrification, frequently used in industry for such things as powder coating [32], is 
another option wherein particles gain electric charge by coming into contact with certain 
surfaces. This might be an option if a way could be found to drive the explosives through 
the system, by artificial gravity or gas-assisted flow.
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2.4 Summary

It appears that no granular ejection technology yet exists th a t comes close to  achieving the 
performance th a t is required by the MPDE: the ability to (1) eject individual granules, (2) 
without the assistance of gravity, (3) at high velocities, and (4) at frequencies varying from 
0 to 10 kHz. Moreover, it is concluded th a t none of the traditional methods of injecting, 
ejecting, or delivering granular material can be used for inspiration in the a ttem pt to 
develop such an ejector, because they were designed for very different applications: use 
on earth in the presence of gravity, with little need to worry about weight, complexity, 
or performance. Despite this, several proposals are put forward for accomplishing it. The 
direct force of a plunger in a piston is considered, along with pneumatic and electrostatic 
methods. It becomes clear tha t given a need to deal with granular materials, a simple 
all-pervasive force like gravity becomes very attractive. This is particularly true when 
it can be introduced so easily via an electric motor and bearings, and when, by nature 
of the rotation of the device, potentially high ejection velocities can be achieved. It is 
found tha t extensive literature exists on granular flow through orifices, much of it recent. 
Electroclamping is considered for flow control, and shearing and vibration for fluidization.
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CHAPTER 3 

Design and testing

In this chapter the capabilities the final device must have are defined, and a  device proposed 
to meet those requirements. It is observed th a t this device will face the difficulty of high 
pressures within it, and th a t these must be dealt with in order for it to  function properly. 
A solution to this pressure problem is proposed, and a test presented dem onstrating its 
fesability. W ith the pressure issue dealt with, a design is presented for an individual ejector, 
followed by descriptions of the setup and procedure used to test it.

3.1 Preliminary design

3 .1 .1  T he selected  ejector design

The ejector must have several capabilities. First, it must be capable of ejecting individual 
explosives so as to produce the minimum possible impulse bit, and thus the most precise 
thrust. Second, assuming for convenience explosives 1 mm in diameter, (Clements explo
sives are 2x2 mm, and M artel’s were estim ated at 2 mm in diameter in chapter 1), 10 000 
ejections per second requires the ejection of a continuous single-file stream  of these explo
sives to be traveling a t a minimum speed of 10 m /s . 1 Third, th is rocket engine cannot use 
gravity to move the explosives from their storage area to the detonation chamber, and so 
it must use some other method.

Many ejector concepts have been discussed in the literature review. Based in part on the 
discussion there, the facts that:

1 . powerful solid state explosives exist th a t are easy to manufacture,

2 . solid state explosives will be easier to store in space,

3. rotating ejectors provide their own gravity with which to move the explosives through 
them meaning that all the gravity-based techniques become potentially applicable 
once again, and

1. These explosives must then arrive in the detonation chamber at a maximum speed of 100 m /s. So 
depending on the velocity that the primary ejection system can attain, a secondary acceleration system  
might be necessary, but will not be considered in this work.
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4. impact could be used as an initiation system given th a t the exit velocity of the 
explosives could potentially be raised quite high, meaning th a t no separate and 
additional initiation system would be necessary,

a rocket engine employing two counter-rotating devices ejecting solid-state explosives is 
proposed. These devices, henceforth referred to as the spinners, would each consist of a 
reservoir of explosives, both individual and multiple ejectors, and- their associated elec
tronics, see figure 3.1.

Explosives trajectories

i Detonation *
I Point \I i \ Direction of rotation

Explosives
Reservoir

Explosives
Reservoir

Detonation Chamber

Single ejector Multiple ejector
Counter-rotating Spinners

Figure 3.1 MPDE concept diagram

The spinners would be placed on both sides of a detonation chamber, where the actual 
thrust of the MPDE would be generated. The ejectors on each of these two spinners 
would be programed to release pairs of explosives simultaneously so th a t their trajectories, 
following their release from the ejectors, would intersect in the middle of the chamber, 
detonating on impact. This rotation strategy is considered to be the simplest th a t can 
satisfy all of the design requirements.

While it is noted tha t satellite dynamics might complicate the operation of this system, it 
is noted tha t the rapid rate of rotation of the system would have a gyroscopic stabilizing
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effect on the rest of the satellite. Furthermore, if a satellite were provided w ith sufficient 
thrusters of this description to provide thrust w ithout introducing any torsional forces, 
or the system were designed to avoid such torsional forces, the only forces th a t could 
provide the satellite with rotational motion would be external forces. These could be the 
result of impact, which would likely damage the satellite sufficiently th a t there would be 
no remaining need to control it, or destroy it entirely if the impact caused the stored 
explosives to detonate. The other possibility is th a t this rotational motion could be the 
result of mechanical issues during release from the launcher. If this later situation is the 
case, it is proposed that the engineering issues associated with ensuring a smooth launch 
tha t does not set the satellite to tumbling should not be significantly challenging to solve. 
If this system were also to  be used for attitude control, it is proposed th a t the changes in 
rotational rate involved could be kept low enough to  not pose any serious difficulties. All 
of these proposals are of course subject to confirmation.

3 .1 .2  Considering th e design o f individual ejectors

Having decided to use spinners, the next step is to design the individual ejectors th a t will 
use the artificial gravity the spinners produce to collectively eject individual explosives 
at the desired frequencies. There are at least two demands th a t the individual ejectors 
must satisfy. First, they must achieve precision timing of ejection of individual explosives. 
Second, to do that, if ejection means removing the barrier th a t the exterior wall of the 
rotating reservoir presents to the explosives contained within it, then the location where 
the barrier has been removed must match the location of an explosive within the reservoir.

A first method of accomplishing this is to move the explosives to the location where the 
hole in the barrier will appear using a device similar to  Janda’s [19]. However, as discussed 
in the literature review, this is unlikely to  produce the flow rates we need, and powerful 
vibrators would be needed, particularly at high rotational velocities. Another draw-back 
of Janda’s solution is th a t while it offers the potential to  get the explosives moving in 
single file, another separate system would have to then be used to actually perform the 
ejections a t the required times.

A second method of matching the locations of the explosives and the hole is to  move the 
hole in the barrier around until its location matches that of an explosive th a t can then 
be ejected. This can be done with either of two simple trajectories. The first is a  circular 
trajectory, and involves a disc rotating around an axis aligned with the radial coordinate 
of the spinner. The other trajectory is a linear one, involving a disc rotating around an axis 
perpendicular to the radial coordinate of the spinner. The explosives, once they fall into
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the holes of this disc are carried with the disc until they are no longer in contact with the 
other explosives still in the reservoir, and from there are carried to the place where they 
are allowed to leave the disc again, thereby being ejected. The second (linear) trajectory is 
a design tha t is more advantageous than the circular one because it is easier to scale it to 
accomplish multiple ejections for each incrimental movement of the disc. The advantage 
of this system over Janda’s vibrating solution is th a t it provides a solution for controlled 
ejection as well as getting the explosives moving single file.

Other methods include combinations of the la tter two, movement of the explosives as well 
as movement of a disc. Ejector design is further analyzed in appendix A, along with the 
presentation of several solutions th a t involve combinations of, or variations on, these three 
methods.

All of these scenarios involve some kind of movement, either vibration pushing against the 
explosives (Janda’s solution), or rotation pushing against them , as discussed in appendix 
A, or rotation pushing past them, as in the case of the rotating discs. All of them, there
fore, require the input of energy either for pushing directly against the explosives, or for 
overcoming the friction of rotating past them. In the last section, it was shown th a t ejec
tion velocities of approximately 1 0  m /s  were necessary for achieving ejection frequencies 
of 10 kHz . One spinner geometry th a t could approach this performance is a spinner 10 
cm in radius, rotating at 15 revolutions per second, (rps). T h a t gives exit velocities of 9.42 
m /s. Because the inertial forces within the spinners grow with the square of the rotational 
velocity, this spinner configuration will produce large frictional forces th a t will need to be 
overcome by these mechanical ejectors. Therefore, we must determine whether there is a 
way of limiting this pressure.
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3 .1 .3  Solution: T he double ring system

One proposal to reduce pressure was arrived at by observing that when a cylindrical 
container partially filled with granular material is spun, the grains climb up the outer 
wall, against the pull of gravity, so that the depth of grains near the top is less than  
tha t near the bottom, meaning th a t if the ejection device was located there, the pressure 
against it would be much less, and ejection could take place without the use of a powerful 
actuator to combat the friction.

If the granular material behaved like a liquid, then this mechanism would be ineffectual, 
given that the pressure of a liquid against its containing walls is uniform at a given depth, 
and increases with depth. However, the observation tha t granular material passed through 
a funnel and allowed to accumulate on a plane surface forms a conical pile instead of 
running off in all directions, as a liquid would do, reinforced the belief th a t granular 
materials did not always behave as liquids. Furthermore, it is recalled from chapter 2 
and from figure 2 . 1  th a t granular materials are a fundamentally distinct medium th a t 
sometimes behaves like a  liquid, and sometimes like a solid, and that in the case of the 
silo, which applies to the current situation, granular materials do not act like liquids.

It was therefore concluded th a t a strategy to  reduce pressure based on this observation had 
a good probability of success. The solution tha t was proposed was a spinner in the form 
of a double-ring setup containing a central beads reservoir, and a ring-shaped pre-ejection 
chamber, fig 3.2 and 3.3. Beads would be placed in the central chamber, and under the 
influence of the forces generated by the rotation of the device would be drawn out into 
the space between the rings, through holes cut a t the bottom  of the inner ring. It was 
predicted tha t the explosives would form a two dimensional conical mass when viewed 
perpendicular to the radial coordinate, close to the local direction of gravity. The edge of 
this conical mass would be some distance up the outer ring, this distance determ ined by 
the rotational velocity of the system. The forces parallel to the surface of th is outer ring 
were predicted to be minimal compared to those normal to it, particularly toward the edge 
of the granular mass.
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Figure 3.2 Double ring setup, SolidWorks rendering.

Representative 
bead build-up 
under effect of 
rotation

Inner Ring

Outer Ring

Local direction of Gravity

Figure 3.3 Double ring setup, zoomed section indicated in figure 3.2. The beads 
are shown in yellow the way they pile up against the outer ring under the 
influence of the inertial forces.
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3 .1 .4  Evaluating th e double ring solution

In order to meet our objective of validating the above proposed solution for reducing 
frictional forces, we need to evaluate them as a function of the radius of the spinner, for 
two different designs, the double-ring setup just described, and a spinner with no double 
ring.

This problem involves several complexities. It would appear simple because pressure is 
force per unit area, and force is mass times acceleration. However, if one attem pts to 
apply those equations, one immediately encounter difficulties:

1. The object exerting the pressure does not have a well defined shape or mass distri
bution, being a granular material.

2. Neither the composition or the geometry of the grains is known because the explosive 
that the system would use has not been selected. This introduces two problems:

(a) Even if it is decided to assign an average density to the granular mass, this 
cannot be done without the density of the individual grains, and knowledge of 
how much empty space there is between them.

(b) Even if a  normal force is calculated, not knowing the composition of the grains, 
their geometry, or the angle at which they will be resting against the mechanical 
ejector, no coefficient of friction can be decided on.

3. The acceleration the granular material is subject to is non-uniform, varying with 
radius, making the calculation of the normal contact force non-trivial.

4. Assuming a pressure force could be arrived at, converting it to a frictional force also 
requires the composition and geometry of the contact surface to be known.

Given this uncertainty, simplifying hypotheses are necessary. The prim ary one th a t has 
been adopted is th a t the behavior of explosives moving through the system can be modeled 
approximately by the behavior of glass ballotini (small spherical beads) moving through 
the system. Glass ballotini were available in the lab, which also made them  convenient for 
experimental purposes. Given the obvious danger of working with primary high explosives, 
it was also clear from the start that initial testing would have to  be done with much safer 
materials. While it would have to be confirmed tha t the results of this analysis hold to the 
necessary degree for other shapes, compositions, and sizes of grain, dem onstrating th a t 
the system works with at least one material is a necessary developmental step.
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Analyzing for the frictional forces acting in our two systems is much easier having selected 
glass ballotini as the granular material. First, the density of glass is known:

p % 2.5 g /c m 3  (3.1)

and second, the empty space between grains has been studied extensively. The amount of 
this will be taken into account by multiplying the density defined above by the “random 
close packing volume /rac tio n ”, f v reported by Zuriguel [55]:

f v «  0.64. (3.2)

It can be seen th a t the resulting density will be approximately half th a t of the original, 
reflecting the fact tha t much of the volume taken up by the granular mass is air, or empty 
space. The rest of this chapter and the majority of the next will refer to calculations and 
tests with these glass beads instead of explosives, refered to simply as beads for brevity.

The second major simplifying hypothesis we will make conserns the design of the mechan
ical ejection system tha t is ultimately chosen to separate out individual beads from the 
packed volume. A rotating ejection disk proposal is here used for this purpose, the specific 
geometry of which is as shown in figure 3.4.

It can be seen th a t there is a large channel to the left, a wheel-like structure in the middle 
which will hereafter be referred to as the ejection disc, and a small channel to the right. 
The size of the large channel is such tha t it approximates the cross-sectional area of the 
smallest funnel tha t will allow continuous flow of the explosives without any danger of 
jaming. That cross-sectional area is 4.94 explosive diameters [55], as mentioned in chapter
2. As a result, it makes sense to formulate the calculations th a t follow with reference to 
bead diameter, by setting the height of the channel, as well as the width of the ejector to 
5 bead diameters:

w = h = d = 5 db. (3.3)

Here we have also defined the depth d equal to the height and width, which will be 
im portant when we calculate the force provided by a limited number of beads, a bead 
cube, against the ejection disc. We will also define here the bead diameter db th a t we will 
use:

db ~  1.5 m m .  (3.4)

Based on this choice of ejection mechanism, a third approximation we can make is of the 
frictional force between the grains and the ejection mechanism. In this case, the physical
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Force of 
granular 
material 
pressing 
down from  
the left

s t
Height of 
channel, h

Small frictional correction  
calculated for th ese  beads

Ejection disc

/  ^
Local direction o f gravity, or inertial forces

Figure 3.4 Geometry for ejector analysis. This figure shows a cross-section of 
one ejector. In it are pictured several things. First, a  large channel comining in 
from the left from the main fuel chamber, full of beads/explosives. These beads 
are then picked up by a rotating disk with holes in it into which the beads fall 
and are transported ‘up’ and around, to finally be released out of the smaller 
passage to the right. Due to the centrifugal acceleration the whole assembly is 
subject to, the beads would exit automatically. The local direction of gravity 
is to the right, and the stepper motor driving the disk is not shown. The large 
arrow represents the large pressure forces exerted on the disk by the beads on 
the left. The calculation in this section analyses the forces that are exerted on 
the system illustrated in this diagram.

situation corresponds to the sliding of the surface of the ejection disc past the grains of 
glass. We assume that the ejection disc is made of Delrin, a frequently used m aterial in 
machining, and tha t Delrin has the same coefficient of friction against glass as th a t of 
Teflon:

/J-glass/teflon = gt ^  0.04. (0-5)
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Having (1) adopted a frictional coefficient, (2) approximated the density of a granular 
mass of glass ballotini, and (3) defined the ejection mechanism we are going to study, we 
are now ready to perform a mathematical analysis of the frictional forces in the system.

Frictional force of beads against ejection disc

The first part of the analysis will be of the frictional force exerted by the pressing of the 
beads against the ejection disk from the left. In order to calculate this we need additionally 
to define the volume of beads tha t will be pushing down on the mechanism. This volume 
is defined as the wedge shown in figure 3.5, with vertical height h as defined in figure 3.4 
and equation 3.3, and arclength:

s = ( r /R s)w , (3.6)

where s, r, Rs, and w are also as defined in figure 3.5.

Direction of rotation

Rotation

/  - •  « * •

Individual 
Ejector

Zoom

Axis of rotation

Figure 3.5 Several quantities used in calculating Fp = Fpressing

We are now able to calculate the force with which the  beads press against the ejection disc, 
modelling their granular volume as a solid of uniform density pressing uniformly down on 
the ejection disc. The calculation is only slightly complicated by the fact th a t both the
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acceleration and the mass input into the second law are non-uniform:

rRs
=  / m adr , (3-7)

J o

and:

m  = p fvhsdr = 2 5 ^ ^ - r d r ,  (3-8)
Rs

a = V> = i 2* r f l  =
r r ■

where V  is the tangential velocity a t r, and /  is the rotational frequency in rotations per 
second. Fp now evaluates via:

F oetPfv<% - rR
F” = ~ r T ( 2 7 r / ) 2  /  r2rfr> (3.10)Jo

to:
Fp =  ^ Y P fv d 2bTT2f R 2s. (3.11)

The frictional force generated by this pressing force is calculated by multiplying by a coef
ficient of friction, for example that of equation 3.5. However, the situation is complicated 
somewhat by the fact tha t the simple rubbing of the beads against the ejection disc is 
not the only interaction present. In order to eject them, the beads have to fall into the 
holes in the ejection disc, and these bead-filled holes must then traverse the region where 
other beads are still pressing down. In this first situation, two other forces will present 
themselves, as depicted in figure 3.6. One is when a  bead (bead 1 ) falls into the small gap 
between the edge of the hole and the top of the bead in the hole (bead 2 ) and must then 
be raised up and over it. The second situation is where bead 1 has gone over bead 2, but 
upon coming down the other side, causes bead 2  to slide forward in the hole (now labeled 
bead 4), creating another gap just like the first, with bead 1 (now labeled bead 3) having 
to be raised up over the rear edge of the hole.
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Zoom o f  this situation  
from figure 3.4

Figure 3.6 Forces between two beads and a hole

In figure 3.6 are shown the forces associated with the two situations, the first situation, 
represented by forces 1, 2 and 3, and the second situation, by forces 1, 4 and 5. In both 
these cases, though one bead is shown resting on both another bead and on the edge of 
a hole, the assumption is tha t the maximum force will be exhibited just after the upper 
bead begins to be lifted up, when i t ’s entire weight is supported not by both contacts, bu t 
by only one of them.

It is convenient to express the forces required in both situations as quantities playing the 
same role as coefficients of friction:

^*3 l ^ b e a d F 1 =  f ^ b F y ,  F 3  —  l ^ e d g t’ F \  —  f l e F l -

From figure 3.6 we have:

Fi ~  F2  cos(23°), => F 2  ~  — , and F3 «  F 2  sin(23°), =» F3 ~  F x tan(23°),
cos(23°)
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and:

F\ ~  F 4  c o s ( 35° ) ,  =>• F 4  rs — ^  ■■■ , and F 5  rs F 4  sin(35°), => F 5  rs F 4 tan(35°),
COŜ OO )

meaning that:

/i(, «  tan(23°) «  .42, and fj,e rs tan(35°) «  .7.

Clearly, the coefficient associated with the larger angle is greater, and since it is possible 
tha t there will be times when all the beads th a t are interacting with holes filled with 
another bead will find themselves in this situation simultaniously, it (/re) is the coefficient 
that is used.

In order to take these interactions into account when calculating the final frictional force, 
we define one final quantity, namely, the number of these interactions th a t we can expect 
to be active a t any given time:

ri/j =  nholes- (3-12)

W ith nh defined, we can proceed to define an average coefficient of friction to  use with 
the force equation 3.16. We do this by observing th a t the beads pressing down on the 
Delrin ejection disc consist of two types, those interacting with beads th a t have fallen
into holes in the disc, and those interacting directly with the smooth surface of the disc.
Approximating the distribution of beads prepared to  enter holes in the ejection disc as a 
5x5 grid, we can say tha t there are nh of the first kind of bead, and 25 — nh of the second, 
giving us an average frictional coefficient of:

  (25 Hh)fJ,gt F  20Hgt +  5fj,e
Pavg -  25------------- ----------25 ’ ( }

when nh is approximated as 5. Adding this factor to equation 3.16 gives us a  compact 
formulation of the frictional force exerted by the granular material pressing down on the 
ejection disc:

FSv =  (2(W  +  fy e )^p fv d 2bn2f 2R 2s , (3.14)

We can see tha t F /p is proportional to  the square of the spinner radius: Fj  oc R 2.
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Force provided by bead cube against ejection disc

Next we calculate the force that only a very few beads exert against the ejection disc. This 
is simpler as there is no longer any real justification for integration. The mass pressing 
down is volume times density:

m c = rricube — w hdpfv — 2hzd \p fv, (3.15)

where w, h, d, and db are as defined in equations 3.3 and 3.4. The acceleration remains as 
defined in equation 3.9, and the coefficient of friction as defined in equation 3.13, giving a 
frictional force of:

Ffc =  lJavgm ca = 100(20flgt +  5fle)dl p fv 7T2  f 2 Rs (3.16)

We can see that Ffc is linearly proportional to the spinner radius, Rs.

Force provided by beads inside th e  ejection disc

As can be seen from 3.4, the frictional force induced by the granular mass pressing on 
the ejection disc is not the only one involved; the force of the beads within the upper 
semi-circle of the ejection disc pressing against it tangentially must also be calculated.

One way to  do this is to model the beads within the ejection disc as a continuous mass, 
allowing all of their contributions to be added up cleanly using an integral. The concept 
is illustrated in figure 3.7:

Rotation Axis dd.

0 TC
Rs Rdc os(fl)

Figure 3.7 Integrating the tangential forces on the ejection disc.

Mathematically, we have:

Ft — — f  rugasin(0)d9 = —m,b f  asin(9)d6 , (3-17)
Jo Jo
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where mg is the bead mass per increment d6, mj, is the total mass of beads around the 
semi-circle, and Ft is defined negative because it acts to cause an acceleration of rotation 
of the ejection disc, as opposed to hindering its rotation.

A disc 1 cm in radius can easily accomodate holes for 24 beads 2 mm in diam eter in one 
plane around its circumference, and standard stepper motors exist th a t take 24 steps in 
a revolution. Therefore, half of the circumference can be assumed to contain 12 beads, 
giving a total bead mass equal to:

Recalling from equation 3.9 th a t a is a function of r , and observing th a t r can be writen 
as a function of 9:

(3.18)

r R s  +  +  R d Rs + ^  + R d R d cos(6), (3.19)

Ft becomes:

Ft — — 8 7 rpdj7r2 / 2  M R s +  + R d) J  sin(9)d6 — R d J  cos(^) sin(^)d 0  j  . (3.20)

It can be verified tha t the first integral evaluates to 2, and the second vanishes, leaving us 
with:

We can see th a t Ft is linearly proportional to the spinner radius, Rs.
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The small frictional correction

Finally vve consider a small correction. Once the ejection disc has turned a quarter turn, 
the beads will start to press against the out-side wall as shown in figure 3.8:

Figure 3.8 Illustration of Small Frictional Correction calculation. The integra
tion, equation 3.22, goes from the top bead (limit 1 a t 6 = 7t/2), to the lowest 
bead (limit 2 a t 9 =  t v ) ,  with the intermediate angles defined as shown.

The frictional force this pressure produces can be calculated with the following integral:

F'c =  /  fj-ma(d) cos(0)d6, (3.22)
Jn/2

where Fc is defined positive, like Ffp, because it acts to hinder the motion of the disc. Here,
fi remains constant as defined in equation 3.5, m  is equal to one half of the previously
defined m b of equation 3.18:

m b 2 tt pdf 3
m =  —  =  = npdb, (3.23)

and a{6) is as defined by equation 3.9:

a(6) = 4tr2f 2r{6). (3.24)

Thus Fc, where subscript c stands for “small frictional correction”, simplifies to:

Fc = 4/qodb71' 3 / 2  /  r W  cos{0)dB. (3.25)Jit/ 2
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With r(6) still as defined in equation 3.26:

r{9) =  ( R s +  ^  +  R d ) -  Rd cos(6), (3.26)

the integral splits into two:

Fc = 4/ip^TT3 / 2  ( { Rs  + ^  + Rd) r  ™s(9)d9 -  R d f  cos2 (0 )dfA . (3.27)
y  2  J  t t/2  J  7r/2 J

It can be confirmed th a t the first integral evaluates to —1, while the other evaluates to  
7r / 4 , giving:

j3 _ 3  r2 / / n  . ^6 -  ' ^|FC| =  4 ^ t t 3 / 2  ^ (fl, +  +  R d) +  - R a j  . (3.28)

We see that the small frictional correction scales linearly with the spinner radius, R s, as 
did the tangential force of the beads in the ejection disc, and the pressure force of the 
bead cube.

It is instructive at this point to compare Fc and Ft by taking the absolute value of their 
ratio under the (reasonable) assumption of the spinner radius much larger than the disc 
radius:

db , r, \  _  7T
1 n s  -t-

which gives:

R s + — + Rd \ —Rd, (3.29)

F,
^  =  0.01. (3.30)

Ft
The implication is th a t Fc is 100 times smaller than Ft. meaning it can be safely ignored 
in the final analysis. Thus the sum of the first two forces, Ffr. (defined positive) and Ft 
(defined negative), gives the total force:

Ftot =  Ffp + Ft . (3.31)

Plotting the  results of section 3.1.4

Figure 3.9 show curves representing the torque requirements for different spinner radii, 
calculated by multiplying the forces obtained above by 1 0 0 0 /?^, to make the units clearer. 
The small frictional correction is not shown because it is vanishingly small, as discussed, 
and Ft is shown as positive so th a t it can be seen how its magnitude compares with those 
of the others. The first set of curves is for beads entirely filling the device. The second is for 
a ring of beads ( 8  beads deep) near the edge. Obviously, the ring of beads results in lower
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torque requirements. In fact, it can be seen that, to  this first approximation, the torque 
produced by the beads in the cavities in the disk is nearly equal to the retarding torsional 
force produced by the beads in the channel if that volume of beads is only 8  beads deep, 
meaning that it would be very beneficial to find a way of limiting the pressure exerted on 
such a rotating ejection disk by a mass of beads pressing down on it. This would allow a 
smaller stepper motor to be used for controlling it, increasing the Issp of the rocket engine. 
It can be further seen that if some other device, for example a device or devices utilizing 
vibration instead of a shearing motion to move the beads into place, would benefit from 
such a pressure limiting system even more because they would not have the benefit of 
beads stored inside them providing a motive force.

5.5

 Tortional friction, beads filling device

 Torque required if beads fill device

 Torque o f beads inside ejection disc

* Tortional friction, beads 5x5x8

—  • • Torque required if beads 5x5x8

4.5

3.5

Ez
E

2.5woo-
oi-

1.5

0.5

-0.5
1.5 3.5 5.5 7.5 9.5 11.5 13.5

Radius spinner, cm

Figure 3.9 The torque required of a driving stepper motor for various values 
of the radius of the spinner, see figure 3.1. Input data: An ejection disk of 
radius 1 cm and width 5 bead diameters containing 24 evenly spaced explosive 
cavities, ejecting glass ballotini of diameter 1.5 mm delivered along a  chute of 
width and height 5 bead diameters, see figure 3.4 (which contains more than  24 
cavities). Two situations are compared, (1) the chute is an opening in the side 
of a rotating bead container in the shape of a cylinder full of beads, and (2 ) the 
same situation, but the chute and container are empty except for the end of the 
chute, which contains a volume of beads 8  beads deep, refered to  as the bead 
cube.
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3 .1 .5  Conclusions on th e double ring proposal

Figure 3.9 confirms that it should be possible to design a single or multiple bead ejector in 
such a way as to significantly limit the pressures it is subject to. The experimental setup 
described in section 3.1.3, when executed and backed up with the  literature reviewed above 
[42, 54], was sufficiently convincing tha t it was concluded th a t any further efforts in th a t 
direction, for example a detailed analysis of the pressure distribution in the system, would 
be ineffectual, and that all further efforts should instead be applied to  the design of the 
individual ejectors.
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3.2 Attaining individual ejection

3.2 .1  T he selected  ejector design

Once the pressure issues had been addressed, the simplest of the ejector options described 
in section 3.1.2 was selected for further testing. This involved moving the holes to the 
positions of the beads along a linear trajectory using a delrin disc rotating around an axis 
orthogonal to both the radial axis and the spinner rotational axis. This disc, 1 inch 
in diameter, contained small shallow (1/16 inch) holes drilled in it a t equal intervals, all 
in one plane, 24 in total. This disc was mounted inside a device whose internal geometry 
recalled th a t of the double ring setup, allowing the behavior of the granular m aterial within 
it to be governed by the same physical principles.

Approximate path of beads through ejector Top covering strip

Ball bearingSecondary holeHoles for collecting beads Bottom covering strip

Figure 3.10 This ejector design was an implementation of the simplest of the 
designs described in section 3.1.2. The primary parts are labeled, along with the 
path the beads took through the device.

When ready to do a test, the opening through which the beads were inserted was covered 
over with a strip of electrical tape, the top covering strip, see figure 3.10. The apparatus 
also had another strip of tape, the bottom  covering strip, covering over a  hole near the 
bottom, to prevent loss of beads. These strips would lose their adherence as tests were 
done, and so they would be changed every 40 tests. This assemblage was placed such th a t 
the shaft of a stepper motor extended with the use of a crimped aluminum sleeve passed 
through it allowing motion transmission from the stepper motor to the rotating ejection 
disc inside the ejector as shown in figure 3.11. It was also placed a t a fixed angle, th a t 
could be changed if desired to experiment with other angles.
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Aluminum 
, sleeve ,

Mounting
bracket

Stepper
motor

Ejector angle defined by plywood block

Figure 3.11 Ejector connected to stepper motor

The first test that was done was to confirm that this system could function continually 
and without jamming, powered by the stepper motor under normal gravity. This involved 
the assembly, to be described in greater detail shortly, placed on its side as shown in 
figure 3.12. The angle at which the ejector was fixed for all of the tests presented in this 
report is clearly shown in the insert. If the ejector were to be placed so as to strictly 
emulate the double ring (or more descriptively, the double cylinder) setup depicted in 
figure 3.3, it would be placed at 0 degrees, instead of the roughly 45 degrees indicated.
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Rest of device 
remains stationary

Ejection
Trajectoi

Figure 3.12 Ejector in position for testing a t 1  G. The rest of the device is 
stationary and is described later. The angle of the ejector is indicated, which is 
approximately 45 degrees with this setup. Note tha t the plywood surfaces are 
not vertical, which is why the lower of the two lines defining the 45 degree angle 
is not horizontal.

W ith this strategy, continuous ejection a t up to 5 Hz was demonstrated, though not 
captured on video. The challenge then became to  determine whether this good performance 
could be repeated while the device was spinning; th a t is, under the influence of artificial 
gravity. The apparatus consisted of the following: a spinner with the ejector, stepper motor 
and electronics, attached to a housing via an axle and bearings. The housing served to fix 
the axis of rotation, limiting vibrations, and the spinner was balanced by placing it on its 
side between two horizontal rails so th a t the axle contacted the rails. If it began to  roll, 
it would be known th a t it was not balanced, and its weight distribution could be changed 
accordingly. The housing was itself held in place with clamps, and the axle and spinner 
rotated manually with a battery powered hand drill. The setup is shown in figure 3.13.
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Housing fixes rotation axis

Spinner setup 
pictured in 

greater detail 
In figures 

3.13 and 3.15

Spinner spun by hand-drill

Figure 3.13 Side view of the whole assembly. Shows the spinner with the step
per motor, ejector, and underside electronics visible, as well as the axle, bear
ings, housing, and the hand drill th a t was used to provide rotation. The parts 
attached to the spinner, and the underside electronics, are shown in greater 
detail in figures 3.15 and 3.17.

Ejection for the first tests while spinning, hereafter referred to as the first spinning tests, 
was detected by listening for the sound of the beads colliding w ith the wall of the cardboard 
cylinder. The actual test setup, without the cut-away, is shown from the top in figure 3.14, 
and greater detail of the spinner shown in figure 3.15.
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C a rd b o a rd  c y lin d e r  

c o n t a in s  e j e c t in g  b e a d s  

th a t  a u d ib ly  str ik e  it

E jec to r  m o to r  & e j e c t o r

Electronics 
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per revolution
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in p la c e  c o n tr o l l in g  r o ta t io n

C la m p s  

a p p a r a tu s

Figure 3.14 The test setup for ejection once per rotation

For the first spinning tests, where it was desired th a t the ejector eject once per rotation, 
an electric signal was required to indicate when this ejection should take place. This signal 
was generated by the encoder detector of circuit 1, shown simplified in figure 3.16, and 
triggered by the corresponding encoder blocker passing through it, shown in the insert at 
the upper right of figure 3.17. The Arduino microcontroler code required for the tests is 
shown in Appendix B.

The first spinning tests were performed up to a rotational velocity of 12 rps, (720 rpm ), 
believed to be the maximum velocity the battery powered hand drill providing this motion 
could achieve. The greatest ejection rates occurred a t around 4 rps.

Because audio evidence alone was not sufficient proof of a working system, these tests were 
followed with other strategies to obtain more direct evidence of ejection, and to identify 
the conditions under which the system performed well. These included capturing video of 
ejection events and collection of the beads following these events. Initially however, video 
capture of the ejection events was problematic. The speed of the camera was insufficient
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Figure 3.15 The spinner with all major components labeled.

to capture the ejection events which occurred at high velocity. Furthermore, the ejection 
events were not periodic enough to allow the use of the high video frequencies required to  
capture the ejecta because these video frequencies could only be used over a very short 
period of time (a few seconds). The apparatus was therefore modified so as to allow for 
the collection of the beads that were ejected. Part of the side of the cardboard cylinder 
was removed, and a collection area built (see figure 3.18).

This setup provided a visual demonstration that ejection was occurring and also allowed 
video to be taken of the beads, during their decelerated arrival in this collection area. The 
tests succeeded in proving tha t ejection was taking place, as shown in figure 3.19, which 
shows pictures of the collection area before and after beads were ejected into it.

A test was also conducted permitting not only the demonstration that ejection was taking 
place, but also, a measure of the dispersion of the “stream” of ejected beads. This test 
was done using adhesive targets (coated in sticky substances such as molasses and honey) 
to collect the ejected beads. This was done because the speed with which the  system
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Circuit 1
Blocker Detector

Cytron Rotary Encoder

Arduino

Minebea 24V 
48 step PM 
stepper motor

EasyDriver Stepper Motor Driver

PowerSonic 12V Batteries

Figure 3.16 The primary components of circuit 1. The only component of cir
cuit 1 tha t is not on the spinner, and therefore not shown in figure 3.15, is the 
Blocker, which is shown in figure 3.17.

reacted once a signal was received to eject a  bead had not yet been quantified. This would 
determine at what point of the circle traced by the motion of the ejector the beads were 
actually ejected, and therefore, in which direction they were ejected. The results of this 
test are presented in figure 3.20. They confirmed th a t ejection was taking place, but also 
showed that the reaction time of the system was not sufficient to eject the beads with the 
directional precision tha t was required.

An additional problem to the challenge of directing the beads was tha t, although the 
system was spinning at up to 12 Hz, ejection was not taking place at this same frequency. 
Ejection was sporadic, and believed to be less than 5 Hz. This contrasted distinctly with the 
static ejection test mentioned previously where gravity alone was used ( 1  G), perm itting 
ejection greater than 5 Hz, with very high reliability.

One possible explanation for the discrepancy between the two tests was th a t a t the 1 G 
of the static tests it was observed that the beads were kept in constant motion by the 
ejection disk inside the ejection chamber, meaning that they had ample opportunity to 
fall into the holes. This was of course observable because ejection at normal gravity was 
simulated by tipping the device on its side as shown in figure 3.12, as opposed to  rotating 
it. At higher g-loads there could be far less movement because the beads would require
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Stepper
motor

Ejector

Encoder detector, Circuit 1Ejection hole

Encoder blocker, Circuit 1

Encoder blocker. Circuit 2

Encoder 
detector 
circuit 2

Figure 3.17 The underside of the mounted spinner. The encoder and blocker 
parts of circuit 1 are indicated, along with the stepper motor and ejector. For 
future reference, the encoder detector and blocker of circuit 2  are also shown in 
detail.

more energy to cause them to jum p around, but the amount of energy available would 
remain constant. W ith less movement the beads would be less likely to  fall into the holes.

3.3 The thimble collection system

In order to establish conclusively the reliability of ejection a  third collection strategy was 
devised, tha t of collecting the ejected beads in a thimble attached to the ejector. The pre
vious methods of collecting them were effective in terms of proving th a t they were being 
ejected, and taking video of their arrival in the collection area, but not for counting them. 
Additionally, it had been assumed th a t the beads were all being ejected in a  relatively 
specific direction, with evidence to this effect provided by the molasses experiment, fig
ure 3.20. However, there was no proof th a t all the beads were being intercepted by the
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Spinner Ejector

Spinner m icrocontroller Stepper m o to r

Figure 3.18 Spinner and spinner housing, this time with the cardboard cylinder 
cut away and a cardboard collection area attached.

Collection area before Collection area after

Figure 3.19 The collection area before and after an extended period of ejection.
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Figure 3.20 Beads sticking to molasses target having ju s t been ejected out of 
the hole cut in the side of the cardboard cylinder.

target, and th a t therefore video-taping or photographing their arrival on this target and 
then counting them manually or with an image recognition system would yield an accurate 
count. Catching and collecting the ejected beads in a thimble however, while eliminating 
the possibility of filming the process, allowed them all to be counted.

A thimble was dully modified with a small piece of poster board taped in place to better 
contain the beads th a t would be ejected into it, and was attached to the ejector with a 
second piece of tape, so th a t the hole in the poster board was in line with the ejection hole 
of the ejector. The second piece of tape had two holes cut in it where it passed over the 
location where the extended shaft of the stepper motor would enter the ejector, marked 
as “dowel holes” in the figure. See figure 3.21.

In order to properly benefit from the ability to catch and count all the ejected beads, two 
more variables were fixed th a t had been varied in the first spinning tests: the rotational 
velocity, and the number of steps taken by the stepper motor. The rotational velocity was 
controlled for by coding the Arduino to only instruct the stepper motor to step when the 
rotational velocity of the spinner was close to a pre-determined value2. In order to a tta in  
greater control over this velocity, circuit 2  was installed for reading and displaying the 
rotational velocity of the device allowing the operator a limited but sufficient control over 
it. See figure 3.22, and the relevant indicated components in figure 3.17.

2. as discussed in greater detail in chapter 4
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Beads Dowel Ejector Thimble

Ejection and thimble holes Dowel holes

Figure 3.21 A thimble was settled on as the simplest and most effective way 
of collecting 1 0 0 % of the beads th a t were released by the ejector.

Circuit 2

Cytron Rotary Encoder Arduino Laptop

Figure 3.22 The circuit tha t reported the rotational velocity back to the ex
perimenter. The only component of this circuit that was on the spinner was the 
Blocker, and its role was played by the blue cardboard shown in figure 3.17, 
where the Detector can also be seen. The rotary encoder collected the informa
tion and sent it to the Arduino which then passed it on to  the laptop computer 
for display. See the Arduino code in Appendix B.

The number of steps taken by the stepper motor was controlled by a  fo r  loop in the 
Arduino code. The Arduino would count the number of steps taken, and then stop after a 
predetermined number, see appendix B. To ensure th a t it was clear when this number had 
been reached, the test was complete, and the data could be collected, a  small piezoelectric 
buzzer was included in the electronics of the spinner, indicated in figure 3.15. This buzzer 
was programmed first to beep either every time a bead was ejected3, and second, to  give

3. or once for every second or third bead ejected for high frequency ejection
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a longer continuous beep when the desired number of steps of the stepper motor had been 
taken.

The actual number of steps for the motor to take was set to 100. However, the ejector 
was so designed, see figure 3.10, tha t even if beads entered all the accessible holes (those 
between north and west) immediately, it would still require 1 2  steps of the stepper motor 
(24 steps per revolution, 24 holes in the ejection disc), to eject the first bead. Therefore, 
100 steps meant th a t the theoretical maximum number of ejections was 8 8 . For lower 
spinner rotational velocities it was considered tha t the number could be less than  this and 
was originally estimated at 85. T hat was if the beads in the bead chamber didn’t all rise 
up high enough at the very beginning of a  test run to access all the exposed holes in the 
ejection disc . 4  This is why there are two “max possible ejections per trial”, (later referred 
to as the “theoretical performance limit”), indicated in figure 4.1.

3.3 .1  Test procedure

The procedure for the thimble tests was as follows: The ejector reservoir would be filled 
with glass beads using a funnel, then a piece of electrical tape would be placed over the 
reservoir keeping the beads in place, see figure 3.10. The thimble would then be put in 
place, with its tape wrapping around the top of the device, further securing the first piece 
of tape, and this assembly would be slid on to the extended shaft of the stepper motor, 
as in figure 3.11. The stepper motor program would then be uploaded from a laptop 
computer into the micro-controller using a USB cable, and the 9V micro-controller power 
supply and the 24V stepper motor power supply connected. The USB cable would then 
be disconnected and re-connected to the second microcontroller, forming circuit 2  and 
allowing the experimenter to use the controls of the portable drill to gradually accelerate 
the spinner to the desired rotational velocity and then maintain it within «  ±  0.05 rps of 
this velocity. The beeping of the buzzer would confirm when the spinner electronics had 
detected tha t the device was rotating at the desired velocity, and indicate th a t the ejection 
process had been initiated.

When the test was over the beads in the thimble would be counted. For this counting, 
a surface containing multiple cavities, in this case a chinese-checkers board, was used to

4. This behavior is in fact what was designed for, the intention being that it would help prevent 
jamming. At the present time, very little is known about what actually happens in the bead chamber, 
other than that no jamming occurs, or at least none that causes the system to cease functioning, and 
that good performance has been observed. To know more would almost certainly involve granular flow 
simulations and high speed cameras, if not other sensors inside the device. When the final results are 
shown later, the performance limit will be assumed to be 88 ejections per second (eps).
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separate the beads out into groups of 10. A short 1/81* inch wooden dowel was used to coax 
the beads out of the thimble in a controlled manner, placing a group of them  in each of the 
chequer boards’ recessions. W ith the thimble evacuated, the secondary hole, indicated in 
figure 3.10, was also checked for beads, which were then added to those already collected 
on the chequers board5. In this way, the beads could be counted with confidence.

W ith one test done in this way, several extra steps would then have to  be done for subse
quent tests. Namely, the ejector would have to be completely emptied of beads, bringing 
it back to the state it was in prior to being filled with beads for the very first time. This 
process consisted of removing the tape from the top of the bead chamber and pouring 
out the beads into another container. The wooden dowel described above, sanded down 
in order to better fit inside the ejection disc, was then used to  rotate the disc inside the 
ejector allowing all the beads still within the ejector to be removed6. Any bead th a t acci
dentally re-entered the recently emptied main chamber after this would be dumped into 
the container as well. Then the ejector would be turned upside-down so th a t the holes in 
the disc inside the ejector could be clearly seen, and the dowel would be rotated again 
slowly so tha t each hole could be visually inspected, ensuring that no beads were stuck 
in any of the holes7. W ith this inspection done, the tape covering the hole a t the bottom  
of the ejector, described earlier, would be partially removed, allowing any bead th a t had 
been re-introduced to it to be removed, so tha t these beads would not then be counted 
again later, thereby compromising the results. W ith this tape back in place, and the de
vice confirmed empty of beads, the next tests could be performed, following the procedure 
outlined previously.

3.4 Summary

A solution to the challenge of controlled individual granular ejection between 0 and 10 
kHz outside of the influence of the earth ’s gravitational field involving rotating ejectors 
has been proposed, and shown to require a special but simple design in order to  operate 
optimally. A detailed design has been presented, found to work well a t rest and 1  G, and 
to eject regularly when rotating a t ~  4 rotations per second, 240 rpm. However, the results

5. It was during the first thimble trials described in section 4.1.1 that it was realized that beads were 
escaping through the secondary hole. It was for this reason that the “Bottom covering strip” was added 
to the ejector during these trials to cover the hole near the bottom and prevent this loss of beads.

6. A different ejector design might not require this to be done. As it is, between approximately 12 and 
15 steps have to be taken before one actual ejection can be expected.

7. Care had been taken to eliminate deformed beads from the test set, but occasionally such stuck 
beads did remain, every 10-30 trials.
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obtained from the rotating experiments were found to be lacking in detail. Based on this 
result, an evolved test setup was devised to provide more accurate d a ta  on ejection rates 
and reliability.
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CHAPTER 4

Results &i Discussion

W ith a method in place to accurately determine ejection rates and reliability, a new set of 
tests will be presented, confirming tha t the device is functional. However, further improve
ments will be found to be possible, and a new testing strategy involving the exploration 
of the phase space of two variables, the spinner rotational velocity and the stepper m otor 
stepping rate, will be presented. The data  resulting from the improved apparatus and the 
new testing strategy will be found to  be of sufficient quality to draw firm conclusions about 
the performance of the system, including the range of operating conditions over which the 
device gives reliable results, and what results should be expected from a next generation 
device.

4.1 Results

4 .1 .1  First thim ble trials

The first thimble trials were performed at first a t an rps of 4, because this was the frequency 
that worked best in the previous trials. In order to test ejection reliability at this rps, the 
microcontroller, equipped with electronics to provide it with the instantaneous rps as 
described earlier, this time was instructed to only eject beads when the  rps was within 
tight bounds, initially 3.95-4.05 (first trials), then ultimately 4.0-4.2 (third trials). The 
code controlling this ejection was the same that is referred to  in section 3.2, with the 
addition of the tight bounds. The results of these trials are presented in figure 4.1.

As can be seen, the data set labeled first thimble trials consists of over 20 da ta  points, 
and is therefore considered the first reliable measure of the performance of the device. 
The standard deviation of this da ta  set can therefore be meaningfully calculated, and is 
8.87, «  15% of the mean, the mean being 59 ejections out a possible maximum of 8 8 . This 
is an ejection reliability of ~  67%. Twenty three of 26, or 8 8 % of the tests gave ejection 
reliabilities between 56% and 84%, from which it is concluded that the ejection reliability 
was over 50%.

Unfortunately, as is noted in the legend, it was discovered that while the device was 
rotating at close to 4 rps, the ejections were only taking place at half th a t frequency.
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Figure 4.1 First thimble trials. This figure displays the results of the first 3 
thimble trials, showing the results of each individual test in such a way th a t it is 
clear how much confidence can be had in the results. The first trials, ejecting at 
a rate of once every two rotations, show an average number of 59 ejections per 
test, which corresponds to an ejection reliability of 67%. 8 8 % of the tests give 
ejection reliabilities between 56% and 84%, on which the claim of an ejection 
reliability of over 50% is based. The second trials, ejecting at a rate of once every 
rotation drop in performance dramatically, indicating a  problem. The th ird  trials 
are a return to the lower ejection rate as a way of confirming tha t the failure of 
the second trials was not the result of a technical issue unrelated to  the physics 
of granular materials. The two “max possible ejections per trial” are explained 
in the footnote in section 3.3.

While a way was found to get the stepper motor to step a t the desired frequency by only 
bounding the rps from below in the code (by setting the upper bound to a  high value), and 
monitoring the rotational velocity as described in section 3.3 to  ensure th a t it remained 
close to  the lower bound, it was discovered tha t the ejection reliability a t this increased 
frequency, shown as the second trials in fig 4.1, dropped disappointingly. W hile only 4 
data points were taken for these second trials, and only the la tte r two are particularly low, 
it is noted tha t nowhere in the first trials did the ejection number drop lower than  39 over

-  -  First tria ls
-  • ■ Average perfo rm ance, first tria ls
- Second trials 
—* - Third trials

Max possible e jec tions per tria l
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all 27 trials, and so two trials at 28 and 30 were considered discouraging. This was long 
before the time when sufficiently good performance had been demonstrated a t some test 
conditions for repeat experimentation at other clearly non-optimal operating conditions to 
be considered time well spent. Following the second trials, the upper rps limit was set back 
to what it had been in order to  confirm, via the third trials, th a t the previous performance 
could be repeated.

4 .1 .2  Final Testing Strategy

It was concluded following the tests described above that a more system atic m ethod of 
testing was needed in order to obtain a proper understanding of the conditions under which 
the device would or would not work and for which conditions this operation was close to 
optimal. This primarily required a change in the testing strategy achievable through a 
change in the coding. Previously, the stepper motor frequency had been linked in the code 
to the rotational frequency of the spinner (see appendix B), meaning tha t the stepper 
would turn faster as the spinner spun faster. This followed the intuitive logic th a t as the 
device spun faster there would be more force available to push the beads into the holes, 
and so higher ejection frequencies could be achieved if the stepper went faster. The goal 
being to eject one bead per revolution, the simplest code, and the one implemented, set 
the stepper velocity equal to the rotational velocity, sps = rps. However, it was not known 
if this was the correct ratio. In order to determine the optimal ratio for good performance 
the two variables, stepper motor frequency and spinner frequency were decoupled, allowing 
the execution of an exploration of the phase space of these two variables.

There were two possible ways to implement this decoupling in the code. One was to hard 
code the stepper velocity in the code. The other was to keep it linked to the rotational 
velocity so th a t minor variations in this rotational velocity would result in similarly minor 
variations in the stepper motor velocity. The approach of hard coding the stepper m otor 
velocity was adopted because it would allow a data point to be ascribed to an exact position 
along a t least one axis, its location along the other established as accurately as possible by 
taking the average of a  large number of readings to determine its statistical uncertainty. In 
this way, curves could be plotted for each spinner rotational velocity. Conveniently, hard 
coding the stepper motor velocity in this way was also the easiest way of implementing 
the phase space exploration strategy in the code.

The phase space consisted of 2 variables, the rotational velocity of the spinner, which 
determined the inertial acceleration within the ejector, and the velocity of the stepper
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motor that actually caused the beads to be ejected. The phase space points tested are 
shown in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Phase Space points tested

Other quantities were controlled for but not varied, namely, the initial population of beads 
in the reservoir for each test, the code controlling the stepper motor, and the angle of the 
ejector. W ithin the code, the two param eters mentioned above, (1) the rotational velocity 
of the spinner and (2 ) the stepping speed of the stepper motor were systematically varied by 
having the rotational velocity read and activating the stepper motor a t its predetermined 
stepping speed once the rotational velocity reached its own pre-determined value.

4.2 Preliminary results o f  phase space testing

A first graph of the beads ejected per second (eps) as a function of the steps taken per 
second (sps) is shown below in figure 4.3.

Since repeating a test many times was necessary in order to  obtain statistically meaningful 
results, more tests were done at phase space points where it was desired to  know the 
performance of the system with greater certainty. B ut because not all phase space points 
were tested with the same number of tests, it is im portant to  make it clear which ones 
are considered more statistically certain. This is indicated both in the legend, where the
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Figure 4.3 D ata displayed as ejections per second, (eps), versus steps per sec
ond, (sps).

number of tests th a t a result is based on is indicated, and in the plot itself, where da ta  
points tha t are based on larger numbers of tests are given larger markers. Many of the da ta  
points also have their own colours and shapes to help differentiate them. Most notably, 
the small blue crosses (mostly at sps values less than 15) are the only ones th a t represent 
individual tests.

Several of the data  points also have error bars associated with them. This is to  provide 
a measure of the dispersion of those data  sets. The heights of these error bars above and 
below their respective data points are determined by the standard deviation of the da ta  set 
the data point represents, and are included for all data  points that represent the average 
of more than 1 0  tests.

In this graph is clearly seen the number of ejections per second that has been obtained 
so far, which is close to 50. Many of the test results up to  60 sps can be seen to have 
performance over 80%, which is close to the theoretical performance limit, indicating th a t 
in these cases, the design is well-optimized. The existence of these results whose eps values 
increase with increasing sps closely following a linear trend-line with a slope of 0 . 8  suggest

 theoretical performance limit

• -  - 80% Performance
•  avg of 1-30 trials, 4-7 rps

— avg of 4 trials, 5 rps
•  avg of 41 trials, 10 rps
X  avg of 9 trials, 10 rps

avg of 10 trials, 11 rps

•  avg of 4  trials, 8,10, & 12 rps

•  avg of 4 trials, 12 rps
•  avg of 6 trials, 15 rps
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the possibility tha t further data taken a t ever higher sps values might have ever higher 
eps values.

However, not all the data points represent performance as high as 80%. Several of them  
seem to be hardly ejecting any beads at all. A closer look a t these d a ta  points and those 
associated with them, and particularly at their rps values which are indicated in the legend, 
reveals that there are 3 data points at 60 sps, at 5, 10, and 15 rps. These are worthy of 
note because of their eps values. The tests at the intermediate rps value of 10 showed good 
performance, but the tests at both lower and higher values of rps, 5 and 15, performed 
poorly. The poor performance at the lower rps value will be called the first failure mode, 
and tha t at higher rps value the second failure mode.

A preliminary explanation of the first failure mode involves the fact th a t 60 sps could be 
considered very high a t this rps. This is in comparison with the phase space points where 
the tests were begun, closer to 4 sps, corresponding to  one ejection per revolution at 4 rps. 
By contrast, a very high sps (60) would mean that the beads would have correspondingly 
less time to fall into the holes in the injection disc. At the lower values of rps where the 
first of these data points was taken (5 rps), the inertial forces would be significantly weaker 
in comparison to what was required to cause the beads to fall quickly into the holes in 
this time (the time available at 60 sps) and so very few fell in. If this physical explanation 
of the first failure mode is accurate, it can be identified with those phase space values for 
which the sps is very large compared to the rps.

In the case of the second failure mode a t 15 rps and 60 sps, it is possible tha t a t this 
high rotational velocity the inertial forces are so great th a t the beads are packed closely 
together and are therefore incapable of moving, despite the frictional forces generated by 
the rotating ejection disc. This is the reasoning that was first proposed at the end of section 
3.2.1. If this is true, it could mean one of two things. First, th a t the devices performance 
degrades quickly above a  certain rps. Second, it could mean that for sufficiently slow 
motion of the ejection disc there is less energy provided to the explosives through friction, 
and so there is less motion generated among them, and fewer of them end up aligned with 
holes that they can then fall into. If this second possibility is the case, it could be identified 
with those phase space values for which the sps is very small compared to the rps.

If these two failure modes are identified with different values of the ratio  of sps to rps, 
the first with a high value of sps to rps, and the second with a  low value, then it can be 
concluded that there could be some middle value, a value corresponding to the data  point 
at intermediate rps (10) discussed above, th a t gives good performance. In this case the
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stepper motor would be moving fast enough to cause the beads to move around despite 
the inertial forces acting on them, but not so fast th a t the beads would have no tim e to 
actually fall into the holes as they passed by.

If this theory tha t the device exhibits these two failure modes is correct, and the two data  
points at 60 sps and 5 and 15 rps are indicators to this effect, then it follows th a t all 
the other data points must demonstrate performance consistent with th is theory as well. 
This possibility is tested by plotting the results of figure 4.3 with the ratio  of sps to rps, 
which is steps per rotation, on the x-axis, and the ratio of ejections per second to steps 
per second, which we will call reliability, on the y-axis. See figure 4.4:
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Figure 4.4 D ata displayed as the non-dimensional variable eps/sps, (ejections 
per step, reliability), versus the non-dimensional variable sps/rps, (steps per 
rotation, spr).

In figure 4.4 it can be seen tha t many of the points lie along the curve shown within 
reasonable values of standard deviation, particularly those with ejection reliabilities above 
0.6. Of greatest interest however are the locations of the three data points th a t motivated 
the graph in the first place, those a t 60 sps and 5, 10, and 15 rps.

While the points at 60 sps and 5 and 10 rps in figure 4.4 are not problematic, the point 
at 60 sps and 15 rps is. In fact, all the data  points between 4 and 7 spr w ith reliabilities 
of less than 0.4, including all three at 15 rps, are problematic because they are all outliers 
from what is otherwise a da ta  set through which one could trace a single-valued curve with 
a reasonable standard deviation. These data  points force either the search for a physical
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law governing the behavior of the system with the number of steps per rotation, spr , as 
the independent variable to be abandoned, or for the first possible explanation for their 
existance, that the devices performance for some reason degrades quickly above a certain 
rps, to be accepted.

The fact that abandoning the pursuit of a physical law based on spr is not desirable 
motivates the search for a reason for this performance degradation. It is noted th a t all 
of the offending data points between 4 and 7 spr with reliabilities of less than 0.4 are 
conducted at rps values of 1 2  or more, and th a t those with the  worse performance, with 
spr values between 4 and 5.5 and reliabilities inferior to 0.1, were conducted at rps values 
of 15. This is particularly striking because there are some tests tha t had high ejection 
values a t rps values of 1 2 , but no tests th a t had high ejection values a t rps values of 
15. Therefore the possibility tha t the tests at 15 rps in particular were faulty had to  be 
considered.

4.3 The cause o f  ejection failure at high rps

The first possibility th a t was studied was tha t the pressure inside the ejector a t those 
rotational velocities was sufficiently high to prevent the ejection disc from rotating. The 
most likely place for motion transmission system to have failed between the stepper motor 
and the ejection disc was between the drive shaft th a t extended the stepper motor axle, 
and the ejection disc itself. In order to perform repeat trials, the ejector was placed on and 
removed from the drive shaft on a  regular basis, so that the contact between the metal 
rod and the ejection disc was good, but not so good that separating them involved large 
amounts of force. So it was possible that the friction between the beads and the ejection 
disc might have become greater than th a t between the ejection disc and the drive shaft, 
preventing any movement of the ejection disc.

The black line tests

It was possible to determine if jamming was indeed taking place by dismantling the ejector, 
drawing a line with a black felt pen on the ejection disc and then instructing the stepper 
motor to take 12 steps with the spinner turning at 15 rps, to see if the ejection disc actually 
rotated the one half turn.

The first time this test was conducted the rotation did occur, indicating normal operation. 
In retrospect this was not un-expected, because if friction was responsible, it would take 
time to build up, as the beads did not fill the bead chamber at the very beginning of
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a test, and so did not exert their maximum pressure. Unfortunately it did not provide 
any useful data on why the ejector was not ejecting, and the stepper motor had to  be 
instructed to take another 12 steps. Now tha t the bead chamber contained more beads, as 
a result of the movement of beads produced in the first test, more meaningful results were 
expected. At the conclusion of this test, the ejection disk appeared to  have only moved 
3 steps, presumably identifying the location where the bead friction finally overcame the 
friction between the metal rod and the ejection disc and caused the ejection disc to stop. 
The motor was then instructed to take another 6  steps, but this translated to only two 
steps, less than an 8 th  of a revolution. Further instructions to  take steps resulted in no 
movement. Overall, these tests indicated tha t, at an rps of 15, the ejection disk was only 
able to accomplish approximately 3 /4  of a turn. This provided a possible explanation for 
why a t these high values of rps the ejection rate was very small, but not zero: because 
the ejection disc turned through more than 1 2  steps, a few beads were ejected each time 
before the system jammed.

To confirm this, more systematic experiments were conducted, instructing the motor to 
step 21 times, and observing the number of steps taken by the ejection disk. The expec
tation was that the ejection disk would turn, on average, «  3 /4  of a  tu rn , 18 steps, then 
jam, or slip, as it had previously. This was not observed. In fact, in some tests there was 
no movement, and in others it moved backward.

The results of the black line tests were problematic because, although they initially con
firmed tha t ejection was not happening because the ejection disc was not rotating as it 
should, it was not clear th a t friction was responsible for this.

T he aluminum sleeve tests

A second series of tests was then carried out tha t was essentially identical to  the previous 
one where the motor was instructed to take 1 2  steps and the black m ark was used to 
determine whether the ejection disc was rotating, except th a t instead of paying close 
attention to the black mark on the disc, attention was shifted to the crimped aluminum 
sleeve coupler, to see whether it was rotating. This was easily visible due to  the oval shape 
of the sleeve. If the sleeve was initially pointing inward for example, it would end up 
pointing outward. This test would allow the source of the problem to  be further isolated, 
the aluminum sleeve being closer to  the source of the rotation, the stepper motor, than  
the ejection disc.

The test was conducted and it was observed tha t the aluminum sleeve coupler did not 
rotate. This was a significant result because it suggests three possible problems, all of
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them involving to the electronics of the device and not uniquely the mechanical part of it. 
Either (1) the stepper motor itself was faulty, which was dismissed out of hand, (2) it was 
not receiving clear instructions to step at all, or (3) the friction between the beads and the 
ejection disc, transm itted through the rest of the mechanism, was sufficient to prevent the 
motor from turning. This last possibility can happen with stepper motors. They can miss 
steps if the torque they must overcome is sufficiently high. This does not necessarily lead 
to permanent damage to the motor, but is obviously not a desirable operating condition.

Stepper m otor strength  tests

The third option was tested, along with the solidity of the mechanical connection provided 
by the aluminum sleeve by holding the metal rod firmly in place with a pair of pliers 
while the stepper motor was instructed to step. It required considerable force before the 
rotational motion could be prevented, and when it was, it was the stepper motor th a t 
was stopped from turning, not the aluminum sleeve that failed. The motor was also able 
to continue turning afterward when the pressure was released, confirming th a t it was not 
seriously damaged. It was therefore clear th a t these connections were solid.

To further confirm that the friction of the beads against the ejection disc could not have 
prevented the motor from turning in this way, the ejection disc alone, removed from the 
ejector, was held firmly in place on the metal rod and a force exerted outward on it along 
the radial axis of the spinner to simulate the inertial forces exerted on it by the rotation 
of the spinner. This simulated the situation of the disk being prevented from rotating by 
the pressure of the beads bearing down on it. The rotation of the metal rod did not seem 
affected by this, confirmation tha t the friction between the ejection disc and the metal rod 
was not nearly enough to cause the stepper motor any difficulty.

An electronics issue

Having eliminated all of these potential explanations related to high pressure within the 
device, it was concluded th a t the fault was likely due to a problem with the electronics of 
the device.

To quantify the decline in performance of the system at higher rps values, its performance 
for various values of rps was tested statistically. Having already determined th a t the re
liability was very close to zero for 15 rps, these next tests were done first a t 10 rps, the 
rps where all the best eps results were obtained, indicating th a t the device was working 
properly. Success at 10 rps would mean th a t whatever the problems were at higher rps val
ues, they were not present a t this value and presumably at lower values, further meaning 
tha t the results of previous tests at those values could be trusted. This test gave positive
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results over a series of at least 1 0  trials, indicating that the device was indeed working 
as expected, within experimental uncertainty. The test was then repeated a t 11 rps, the 
intention being to further carry out tests a t 12, 13, and 14 rps to evaluate the decline in 
performance between 10 and 15.

At 11 rps, out of 15 trials, the motor was found to  not work properly at least 6  times. 
T hat is, it was clear tha t half of a revolution, 12 steps, had not been taken in any of these 
6  trials. Sometimes some steps had been taken, but never all 12. Because performance 
declined so sharply at 1 1  rps, no further tests were conducted for higher values of rps.

The conclusion was th a t there was a problem with the electronics as a result of the in
creased rotational velocity. W hat was most likely was tha t there was a  loose connection 
amoung the wires connected to the bread-board shown in figure 3.15. It seemed entirely 
possible tha t the shaking of the apparatus at 15 rps, considerable enough th a t the laptop 
displaying this rps for the sake of controlling the device during the experiments had to be 
further isolated from the setup to prevent it from jumping around so much th a t i t ’s values 
could not be read, could be causing one or more of these connections to  fail. To test this, 
the connections were verified once again to be sure tha t they were all firmly in place, and 
several of them were soldered in place. Unfortunately, further testing failed to show any 
improvement, and further experimentation was put on hold.

Overall, the conclusion is tha t the problem with ejection a t high frequencies was caused 
by an electronic failure, rather than by a fundamental property of granular m aterials in an 
inertial field acted on by friction. This later would be classified as a fundamental lim itation 
for this particular device, and would limit its further development. Therefore, in the rest 
of this document, the discussion will be limited to the data  obtained a t rps values of no 
greater than 1 0  rps.
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4.4 Discussion

Figure 4.5 is the same as figure 4.4 but with all the data  points th a t have been pu t in 
question removed.
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6 8 
Steps/rotation, spr
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Figure 4.5 Eps/sps vrs sps/rps. Displays only data taken at rps values <  10.

It is clear from this plot tha t performance degrades significantly above 7.5 spr, and th a t 
the best reliability is obtained at 6  spr or lower. Now reconsidering fig 4.3, discarding 
not only those values that have been put in question, but also those values for which 
performance has been shown to degrade, everything above 6  spr. We are left with the 
data in figure 4.6:
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Figure 4.6 Eps vrs sps, rps limited to 10, spr limited to  7.

A best fit curve can now be fit to this data, and is done by re-plotting it, this time 
explicitely including each individual da ta  point. See figure 4.7:
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Figure 4.7 Eps vrs sps. All individual data  points, rps limited to 10, spr limited 
to  7.
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This data can be given a linear fit with a slope of 0.8209 and an R 2  value of 0.9156, 
meaning tha t within the ranges of rps and spr, < 10 and < 7.5, an ejection reliability close 
to or greater than 82% can reasonably predicted. The maximum ejections per second th a t 
have been achieved so far is greater than 50, a t a stepping rate of 70 steps per second, and 
at 60 steps per second, where we can have greater confidence in the results, the the rate is 
49 ejections per second, which is very good. If impact is retained as the initiation m ethod 
of choice in the final apparatus, it is likely tha t regardless of the detonation frequency 
th a t is desired, the device will always be kept spinning a t the same value of rps. If this 
is the case, it is the sps tha t will be varied in order to achieve the full range of possible 
detonation frequencies.

Figure 4.8 is a variation on figure 4.5, presenting most of the same data, with several 
im portant differences. First, it does not present all the data. What it does is present a 
limited number of data points for each of the rps values for which tests were performed. 
The data points it selects are those, amoung all the data points collected for a given rps, 
tha t have the highest spr (steps per rotation) values. For this data set, a high spr value 
has been defined as anything over 4 spr. Second, while in figure 4.5 it was necessary to 
place the reliability on the vertical axis, th a t is no longer necessary, and what we really 
want to know now is what settings to use in order to  get the largest value of ejections per 
second.
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Figure 4.8 Eps vrs spr, rps limited to  10, spr > 4.
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Figure 4.8 shows tha t the numbe of ejections per second increases quadratically with the 
number of steps per rotation until approximately 7 spr above which point the performance 
degrades imediately.

Thus while figure 4.5 makes it clear tha t the device can be operated a t up to  7 spr with 
good reliability, and tha t the best reliability a t high spr values is betwen 4 and 6  spr, th a t 
the best way to reach the highest ejection rates is to  operate the device a t the limit value 
of sps which is close to 7 steps per rotation.

Of greatest significance, these graphs all support the possibility of attain ing ever higher 
numbers of ejections per second, if the values of steps per second and rotations per second 
are kept adjusted such tha t the value of spr remains below 7.5 spr.

The ultimate consequence of this conclusion is th a t the performance limit of the device 
is likely much higher than the 50 ejections per second demonstrated to  date. This is a 
conclusion of great interest for developing applications for the device. An improved version 
of the current test apparatus would likely result in the ability to  eject a t frequencies much 
higher than 50 eps.

4 .4 .1  Attaining the ejection rate o f 10 kHz

Considering for the moment one of the single ejectors of figure 3.1, an ejector designed 
to eject one grain per step, eprmax is here defined as the maximum number of ejections 
tha t th a t this ejector can perform per rotation. This is equal to  the number of steps th a t 
the stepper motor driving it performs per rotation: eprmax =  spr. Knowing the ejection 
reliability, er , the number of ejections per rotation th a t a single ejector can perform reliably, 
eprr can be calculated:

eprT = eprmaX * er . (4.1)

For convenience, an alternative calculation can also be performed, allowing us to  determine 
whether a given desired eprr is realistic:

eprr . .
eprmax =  ------• (4.2)

6r

Knowing er to be «  80% and selecting eprT = 5, eprmax can be confirmed to be 6.25. This 
is within the spr range where the performance of the device has been confirmed experi
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mentally, and so the eprT of 5 is considered acceptable for use in analysing the potential 
performance of a given proposed system. It is further assumed that this performance scales 
so that the number of ejections per rotation tha t a  multiple ejector can perform reliably 
is 5x the number of grains, N ,  th a t a multiple ejector can eject for one step of its driving 
stepper motor, or for one ejection event. Having established convenient numbers, 5 and 
b*N,  for the number of ejections per rotation tha t single and multiple ejectors can perform 
reliably, the other results of this section are called upon, justifying the extrapolation of 
this performance to the rps value of 15.

Returning to figure 3.1 which shows the proposed design of the MPDE, it is observed th a t 
in it are shown two spinners, each equiped with 8  ejectors: 2  single ejectors, and 6  multiple 
ejectors. It can be verified th a t these 2 single ejectors and 6  multiple ejectors, each ejecting 
5 and 5 * N  grains per rotation a t 15 rotations per second can achieve ejection rates of 
9 600 and 10 050 ejections per second if the multiple ejectors eject N  =  21 and N  = 22 
grains respectively per ejection event. In this way, it is seen how the 10 kHz ejection rate 
could be achieved.

4 .4 .2  Control over experim ental conditions

Overall, the data  is consistent with an ejection reliability of 82% (R 2  =  0.9156) when 
the rps is kept to a maximum of 10 and the sps/rps value to a maximum of 7. While 
temperature, humidity, battery  charge, or other factors could be responsible for variability 
in the results, we found no significant evidence th a t any one variable, beyond sps and rps, 
has any significant effect on the results, and experimental results within these limits were 
generally consistent with expectations. However, in order to  obtain statistically stronger 
results in cases where it was im portant to be sure of a good result we used a  sample size 
of 2 0 .

4.5 Summary

Collecting the ejected beads in a thimble for counting proved an effective and accurate 
method of determining the results of each test. This, coupied with the exploration of 
the phase space of two variables, the rotational velocity of the spinner and the steps per 
second of the stepper motor, allowed a significant amount of quality da ta  to  be gathered, 
permitting the performance of the device to be evaluated in a meaningful way. It was 
concluded that the current device is reliable up to 10 rps (600 rpm), and th a t between 5
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and 6  ejections per rotation can be reliably achieved, indicating that ejection rates above 
the 50 ejections per second currently achieved should be possible in the future.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

We have designed a device that can achieve ejection rates of 49 ejections per second 
and possibly much higher. The capabilities of this system provide a dem onstration of 
concept tha t the ejection of granular solids can be performed a t high enough frequencies 
to satisfy the requirements of a microsatellite propulsion system. If a multiple ejector can 
be implemented in the current it will be possible to  achieve the  desired ejection frequency 
for applications in microsatellite propulsion.

This ejection rate compares favorably to the ejection ra te  of 100 ejections per second 
obtained by [51], particularly in light of the possibility of ejecting multiple explosives 
per ejector. Another advantage over Yang’s detonation thruster is th a t the m ethod in 
which this ejector is designed to eject the explosives involves only the flow of the explosive 
material itself through the system, whereas Yang’s requires several other components to 
be ejected along with the explosive th a t do not contribute to the energy released in the 
detonation, bringing down the Issp of his system.

An approximation of the dimensions of the final thruster can obtained by assuming, fol
lowing the analysis of Erichsen, th a t the dry weight of the thruster is negligible. In this 
case, the thruster can be modeled as two parallel cylinders of explosive of density «  th a t 
of water, arbitrarily chosen to have a height twice th a t of their diameter. W ith these as
sumptions, and with the Erichsen factors chosen as shown in the legend, the diameter of 
one of the explosive cylinders is as shown in figure 5.1 for different masses of satellite as 
shown:
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Figure 5.1 Diameter of a  cylindric M PDE explosives reservoir in cm. The Erich
sen factor is the mass of the MPDE divided by the mass of the satellite.

Three smaller M PDE’s, each thrusting in the same direction, from each of the three points 
of a triangle, could provide gradual a ttitude control as well as other orbital maneuvers.

5.1 Future research directions

Much progress has been made in this research project. However, while a scalable device 
currently capable of ejecting individual glass beads at controlled intervals and at frequen
cies of up to 50 Hz has been demonstrated for the first time, much work remains to  be 
done before this technology can be used in space.

Aiming th e  ejected explosives

Because the concept demonstration system we have built performs up to 5 ejections per ro
tation, it is necessary to include a secondary system to  further direct them  in the direction 
they need to go. A guide way is proposed as a simple way of accomplishing this.

Multiple ejectors

Multiple ejectors are a necessary extension of the current design in order to  a tta in  the 
required ejection frequencies of up to  10 kHz.

Achieving ejection reliability

Granular materials are chaotic systems. Because of this it is impossible to  design an ejector 
tha t does its job with 1 0 0 % reliability without providing it with some means to  identify and
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therefore compensate for misfirings when they occur. Such a feedback system is necessary 
if this MPDE is ever to  see use in space.

Confirming im pact as a feasible initiation m ethod

Extensive da ta  on detonation by impact is available, indicating that this is likely to be a 
viable initiation method. However, research is needed to determine the velocities a t which 
a given pair of explosives must impact in order for them to detonate. W ith this known, 
it can be determined whether the current design works up to these rotational velocities, 
and whether additional components need to be added to the system in order to allow the 
explosives to  achieve them.

Confirming the  ejectability of explosives

This research has so far been conducted with glass ballotini, not explosives. If impact 
is confirmed as a feasible initiation method, then the next step will be to  confirm th a t 
explosives can be ejected without prematurely detonating them, or damaging them  in such 
a way tha t they lose their explosive properties.

Reducing dry mass o f th ruster

The current ejector design does not attem pt to reduce mass or volume in any significant 
way, though methods of doing so have been hypothesized. Reducing this mass must be 
accomplished in order for this thruster to  be viable.
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ANNEX A 

Second and third challenges: Alignment & Jam 
ming

W ith the pressure forces under control, as discussed in section 3.1, the next task was the 
design of the individual ejectors. Reviewing the ideas that have been documented, it turns 
out tha t the majority of them can be categorized as belonging to one of two types of 
systems. Both of these systems share at least one thing in common, a ro tating door with 
holes cut in it tha t pick up beads, and thereafter release them for individual ejection. 
Where the systems differ is in the way th a t they go about picking up the beads. They face 
two problems.

First of all, they have to successfully line up the beads with the holes, so th a t the beads 
will then fall into the holes, one bead per hole, so th a t one bead at a  time can be reliably 
ejected. For example, there is a design described later on th a t involves holes th a t are 
somewhat larger than a bead, meaning th a t occasionally two beads will rise with a hole, 
instead of one. For that design, a method has to be found to  get rid of the second bead 
without risking causing a 1 -bead jam , wherein this bead gets caught between two moving 
components of the system, stopping this movement, which would be unacceptable.

Second, they have to treat the beads to be ejected with care, not moving them  around 
too much. This consideration is much more delicate; manipulating the beads in such a 
way tha t the frictional bonds between them are sufficiently disturbed as to allow the 
beads to be moved into place for ejection, and yet a t the same time, m aintain these same 
bonds sufficiently tha t they continue to support the weight of the beads pressing down 
from the main chamber above. Another way of putting it is th a t the more the beads are 
manipulated, the more they will move in the only direction they can, up, leaving space 
below them for other beads to fill in. This in turn  makes space for other beads, ultim ately 
allowing more beads to move down from the main chamber. After a time, if care is not 
taken, there will be no more space for the beads to  move up into, and at th a t time, the 
system will suffer from what we will call pressure jamming. This would be a phenomenon 
similar to the one th a t the double ring solution solved, but now made worse by the fact 
tha t the jam  occurs in an enclosed space. This would eliminate any possibility of motion, 
and therefore of moving any beads into place. The reason this balance is delicate is th a t 
if the beads are not moved around a t all, they will never fall into the holes, and so some 
movement is clearly necessary.

A .l  Single system alignment strategies

The single system alignment strategies are unique in th a t they add a third requirement: 
tha t everything described above should happen as a result of the simple motion of one
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step of a stepper motor, although a t least initially, one bead ejected for every 3 or 4 steps 
of the stepper motor might be more realistic. Also, whatever the solution, it should be 
easy, and therefore cheap to machine. Simplicity is still highly valued as discussed earlier 
in the context of electrical vs mechanical systems. Just because we have accepted th a t 
this ejection system must likely be mechanical, does not mean that we should put any less 
effort into keeping it simple, for all the same reasons.

A. 1.1 D esign 1: Exactos

The first design involves a series of blades mounted on the inner surface of the outer ring, 
fig A .l, which the beads will then fall between. A door rotating behind them  then picks 
them up and ejects them.

Figure A .l Exactos

This design faces two problems. First, difficulty of construction, and second, the lack of 
a guarantee that once the first beads have fallen between the slots, th a t any subsequent 
ones will fall in, once the first are ejected.

A. 1.2 Design 2: R otating Exactos

An alteration of this design involves the blades not being stationary, but rotating with the 
door. It is realized tha t this could be feasible if the walls of the blades only come half-way 
up the beads, so that, while still high enough to influence the locations of the beads, the 
space between the body of the door and the rest of the device is still only slightly greater 
than half a bead diameter, meaning tha t the beads can not pass through.
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A. 1.3 Design 3: R otating E xactos with an insert

Another incremental improvement on the rotating exactos idea is to introduce an insert 
to allow the distance between the moving and non-moving surfaces to  be decreased, while 
not dramatically increasing the number of pieces to  be machined. See fig A.2 .

Figure A.2 Rotating Exactos with an insert

In this design it is thought th a t the motor will tu rn  so th a t the holes plunge into the 
pile of beads, as opposed to other designs where the holes rise up through the pile. It is 
believed that the beads will indeed fall into the groves, and thence, into the holes, and be 
transported down and out. It is also believed th a t there will be more friction involved, since 
the beads tha t the door rubs against are now being pushed against the solid outer wall of 
the ejector, instead of being lifted up against their own weight. However, this friction is 
off-set in part by the fact tha t no beads have to be lifted up in this scenario. They simply 
fall into the arriving hole, and are transported past the other beads, likely rolling in their 
holes as they go. Another consideration worth taking note of is that were this strategy to 
be adoped, it would be desirable to use specially built precision sieves to  select for precise 
bead diameters, to further reduce the likelyhood of jamming at the point where the beads 
in the holes rotate out of the "bead room". This strategy would clearly have a large im pat 
on the final device, meaning tha t whichever explosives are eventually selected would also 
have to have very precisely controlled sizes and shapes. It is not clear whether there is an 
ejector design tha t solves this problem better than others.

If it were to rotate upward, it would be wise to put a  second insert in at the top, particularly 
if, because of the presence of the insert, the bead guides machined into the door were given 
a depth equal to the diameter of a bead.

A. 1.4 Design 4: Passive vertical axis door

The first one, as the name implies, is a door th a t rotates around an axis parallel to the 
axis of the main device. See fig A.3.
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Figure A .3 Passive vertical axis door

One main reason it was considered in the first place is tha t it made use of a behaviour 
tha t was witnessed during a first iteration of the experiment that validated the concept 
of the double ring system, when the inner ring was ripped from the base, even though it 
was glued in place. These forces were further confirmed to be real from an article th a t was 
found treating the dynamics of granular materials inside spinning buckets [53].

In this case, the presence of this force pushing up on the beads would ensure th a t they 
would cross the path of the door, and the rotation of the door would ensure th a t variations 
in the location of the beads in the angular coordinate of the rotating disk would be 
accounted for. In this concept the door has an upper edge th a t would block beads in their 
upward trajectory, stopping them adjacent to  where the hole would soon appear in the 
door, and collect them for ejection. However, given tha t there is no uniform gravitational 
field in space where we ultimately want to place our device, and tha t this re-circulation 
mechanism depends on this gravitational field as well as the non-uniform rotation induced 
innertial field, no such re-circulation is possible, and any beads that got by the door would 
pile up and jam the system. If instead the door was located a t the top of the ring, this 
particular jamming would not take place, instead, just as a funnel th a t is too small will 
jam, so could this. One solution could be to make the door multi-level, which might work, 
but th a t solution suffers from the possibility of single bead jaming as much as the others 
do.

A .1.5 Design 5: A ctive vertical axis door

To overcome the issue mentioned above which we will call funnel jamming, another, much 
more aggresive design was drawn, resembling two arms alternately pushing the beads into 
place. See fig A.4

This was the first incarnation of a second generation of doors whose design objective was 
to guarantee that there would be beads lined up with the holes at all costs, as opposed 
to trusting to  friction, and random chance, and rotational motion, to bring holes adjacent 
to  beads. One failing of this design was perceived to  be the forces acting on the door, as 
a result of its different design. To be specific, each ’arm ’ of the device would first ro tate
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Figure A.4 Active vertical axis door

away from the beads, then rotate back toward them. In rotating back toward them, it 
would have to lift them up, which would be prohibitively difficult considering the  issue of 
pressure discussed earlier.

A .1.6 Design 6: Active radial axis door

After much thought it was proposed tha t making the door rotate around the radial axis, 
would completely eliminate many, if not all of these forces. See fig A.5.

Figure A.5 Active radial axis door

Unfortunately, it was realized th a t for every bead ejected, many of the beeds between 
the rings would be moved around, the frictional bonds th a t allowed them  to support the 
pressure exerted on them by the beads inside the inner ring would be broken, the beads 
inside the inner ring would force their way out, and the ejection space between the rings 
would fill, preventing any further movement, and any possibility of the beads being moved 
where they needed to go in order to  be ejected.



A .1.7 Design 7: Horizontal sh ifting door

The idea here was to replace the design above with a kind of grating th a t would shift 
back and fourth, making the circular door described in design 6  flat, thus disturbing the 
granular mass less. One option was to move it back and fourth directly using a lever 
arm. Another option was to  move it back and fourth using a screw motion. The first 
solution was abandoned because of complexity and also potentially sliding friction. The 
second was abandoned because of friction and because many motions of the driving stepper 
motor would be required to align a  given bead. Given th a t most stepper motors can turn  
very rapidly, and take 24 steps per revolution, this might work, but the solution could 
still be considered complicated, and the jamming issues associated with design 6  are still 
not completely resolved.

A. 1.8 Design 8, Helical door

Instead of using the rotating, exactos and hoping th a t beads will fall in, why not use a 
screw or bolt? Because the channels translate accross the bead filled space, it is absolutely 
guaranteed that beads will fall into the holes. See fig A . 6  for the proposed concept:

Figure A . 6  Screw solution one

The obvious advantage of this is its simplicity, screws being commercially available, or, 
in lieu of that, easy to make. So what is wrong with it? Unfortunately, not all the holes 
are lined up. The holes are not all in one plane. This means tha t it is impossible for the 
exit hole tha t a bead is destined to pass through from the door to the outside, to  line up 
with all the holes in the rotating door if it does not move with the door. Two solutions 
have been found. First, use the threads to adjust the locations of the exit holes, and ro ta te  
the door in both directions, moving the exit holes back and fourth. Problem, continuous 
ejection can not be obtained. In fact, ejection is only possible at most about |  of the 
time, depending on exact geometry. Second, only eject one explosive at a  time, and send 
it through a funnel to control its exit location. This second solution is very attractive, a t 
least for the ejectors th a t only attem pt to eject one bead a t a time.
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A .1.9 Design 9, Diagonal door

A modification of the helical door could be considered a  third solution, with the added 
benefit tha t multiple beads can be ejected at once. See fig A.7.

Figure A.7 Screw solution 2

This concept consists of disks mounted a t angles, so that the walls of the larger diam eter 
disks will move back and fourth, allowing the beads to fall into place. This is obviously 
more complicated from a fabrication point of view, both in terms of making the door, and 
also in making the mechanism to  correct the trajectories of the beads upon exiting the 
door so tha t they are always ejected from the same place.

There is also a geometrical concern. At some points around the circumference of the door, 
this design ensures walls that move side to side as the door rotates, but a t other points, 
at the extremities of these motions, like in design 2, the walls do not move. Only testing 
or simulation can really tell whether or not this is a problem, just as with the previous 
proposals.

A .1.10 Design 10: O scillating door

The oscillating door is a cross between the rotating blades of design 2, and the oscillating 
behavior of design 9, getting the ’exacto walls’ to oscillate by moving the entire door back 
and fourth. A mechanism for guiding the oscillatory motion might not be so complicated, 
see the notch in the block in figure A.9, and a special coupling would have to be used 
between the door and the motor shaft to allow the coupling to slide along the door as it 
turns it. This design clearly suffers the same flaws as the diagonal door, accept th a t the 
fabrication challenge, while different, is also smaller.

A .1.11 D esigns 11&12: W avy doors

Three other concepts are also based on number 2, always born from the fear th a t the beads 
will become perfectly balanced on the rotating exacto-like rings and fail to  be ejected, but
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attem pting to avoid the above mentioned complications of either having a door made of 
multiple different components, as in the case of the diagonal door, or requiring the door 
to be coupled to external components as with the helical, diagonal, or oscilating doors. 
See figure A.8 .

Figure A . 8  Wavy doors

The concept on the far right is the simplest of these, also the least satisfying, as it alleviates 
the problem somewhat, but does not solve it. The one of the far left successfully eliminates 
the uniform supporting wall, replacing it with a wavy one, but at the expense of a groove 
tha t is in places wide enough for almost 2  beads abreast, just like the concept on the far 
right, which defeates the purpose of the canal entirely. The central one solves this problem, 
but at the cost of some of the waviness, which is less pronounced.

These are the only designs along these lines tha t were found th a t were also ’easy’ to make, 
if in fact they actually are. Easy in this context means ’straight-forward’. In other words, 
it is easy to visualize and name the steps th a t would have to  be taken to actually make 
them, and these steps are quite simple. Unfortunately, they also require many repetitive 
steps, and more of the machinist’s time. It is also possible tha t it would be very difficult to 
create these geometries with the machining techniques available, and with the materials 
called for, for example, various types of plastics, because of the thinness th a t we want the 
wavy walls to have. Interestingly, they could be made more wavy, with thicker walls...

A .2 The dual system alignment strategy: double valve 
solution

This dual system, which will have to act as ambasador for all such systems, is completely 
different from the single sysems just described, in tha t it relaxes the third requirement. 
W ith it, it is attem pted to make the solids go one-by-one, single file, with one device, 
then, once they are in storage in this state, say in a set of parallel drilled holes, they can 
be ejected individually with the use of a  second device. This would likely be a door as 
described earlier, rotated against the single files of explosives, picking them  up individually 
and ejecting them as described earlier.

The idea behind this system is tha t if you let a flow of beads pass through a funnel 
onto an inclined surface, they will spread out and flow individually down this surface. 
If further down the surface, chanels have been cut into it, the beads will fall into them.
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These channels will then feed into the drilled holes, after which the beads can be ejected 
on demand. The exact geometry of the inclined surface, and the distance from the funnel 
to the channels and thereafter to the driled holes are parameters of the system to  be 
optimized later.

While more complicated in that it has more parts, including more moving parts than  the 
other systems described previously, it is simpler in that the function and behavior of the 
individual parts of the system are much easier to describe and predict. It is also easier to 
see how this system deals more successfully with the challenges of alignment and jam m ing 
tha t this chapter attem pts to address.

In the case of this system, the difference is th a t the probability of single-bead jam m ing or 
pressure jamming is almost completely eliminated.

The only further device needed to make sure the system runs smoothly is a way to control 
when the beads flow and when they do not, because the ra te  at which the beads enter 
the channels must match the rate at which they leave, or the system will miss-fire, or 
worse, jam. Four different systems have been conceived for accomplishing this, all of them  
involving, a t the root, the phenomenon of granular materials forming heaps below the 
exits of funnels, as the result of interparticle friction. The first idea is akin to  a  coveyer 
belt, with the end of the conveyer feeding the beads onto the inclined surface. The second 
is a surface with a fixed surface area tha t can be brought alternately closer to or further 
away from the funnel exit. The pile of beads on this surface forms a  cone w ith a  certain 
angle of repose. T hat means that when the surface is close to the funnel exit, it is likely 
tha t the entire pile will fit on it, but th a t the further away the surface is, the more likely 
tha t the edges of the pile will go beyond the surface, spilling onto the aforementioned 
inclined plane. Another way is to vibrate the plane, or ro tate it, both of which are very 
similar to the conveyor belt proposal. A final way is to modify the cohesive properties of 
the granular material by applying a  potential difference accross two upright parallel plates 
placed on the plane, creating an electric field in the granular mass between them. This 
leads to the phenemena of electroclamping. As noted earlier, discussion of th a t electrical 
proposal has been relegated to the appendices because it will not work in our situation. 
The fourth system is almost certainly the simplest, and is similar to the conveyer belt, 
but places it above the granular pile, in the form of a paddle wheel powered by a second 
stepper motor. This motor then simply pushes the beads on demand over a  barrier. We 
include the barrier on the assumption th a t we don’t  trust the beads to  remain on the flat 
surface of their own volition, especially when there is vibration involved.

It is worth noting th a t while a  second stepper motor might be the simplest way of demon
strating this solution, there are actually many actuators th a t could be used, given th a t 
their required operating frequency is now much lower. Remember th a t they would serve 
as one of two actuating systems now. W hat is meant is, they could let through up to 
1 0 x 1 0 = 1 0 0  explosives each time ( « 1 0  explosives to  each of 1 0  ejection channels), which 
would then be taken one-by-one by the stepper motor, meaning that they would only have 
to actuate ^  <  once per second, or less if more beads can be stored. For the ejectors th a t 
eject up to 10 at a time, they would have to  eject about 6  times per second. As for the
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strength tha t is required of these actuators, it is clear tha t it must be high, as with all the 
other systems that have been proposed.

Alternatives to the electroclamping valve th a t might be proposed are shape memory alloy 
wires or solenoids, but shape memory wires would not dissipate their heat fast enough in 
space to work, and solenoids would add to the mass significantly.

The problem of 100% reliable ejection still exists with the double valve concept because 
as a result of the chaotic nature of the system, we can’t guarantee tha t the beads passing 
through the first valve will always separate symmetrically between all the channels, so 
that there might be channels with occasional or regular shortages of beads. This problem 
can be minimized, if not solved, by detailed numerical simulation of many different ejector 
geometries, backed up by experimentation. The simulation program recomended for this 
purpose is Yade, discussed in section 7.4, but would also require detailed knowledge of the 
physical properties of the granular material to be ejected, meaning that an explosive would 
have to be chosen and tested before this could be done. Q uite possibly many explosives 
would have to be tested.

A.3 Initial testing leading to  current design
Many interesting designs are presented above. Testing of these particular concepts began 
with the greatly simplified concept shown in figure A .91.

Figure A.9 First testing device of door concepts

W hat we see is a selection of the above ways of moving the beads into position, inserted in 
a containing block th a t was simple enough to be built in the lab, without the help of the 
machine shop. Given its simplicity, the normal spiral bolt geometry was tried first. First 
threaded rods were used, then, on realizing tha t keeping the longitudinal position of the 
rod constant while rotating it was necessary to assure meaningful results, and th a t where 
the threads entered the containing block, the beads tended to get jammed, threaded bolts 
were also obtained. These were all nylon, its frictional properties being different from those 
of steel. Drilling holes in it was also easier. While performing tests with the rotating bolts, 
it was realized that drilling holes into the non-threaded part of the bolt would allow other 
geometries to be tested, at little expense in machine shop time, see fig A. 10.

1. details of over a years cumulative testing and modelling are omited from this document
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Figure A. 10 Simpler geometries

The second of these, the one with the staggered holes and which was mentioned earlier in 
the second paragraph of chapter 5, was eventually built by the machine shop, it proving 
very difficult to  make by hand in the lab. It was also believed to  be the simpler of the two 
designs. Staggered holes larger than the beads would greatly increase the probability th a t 
the beads would fall in. However, the holes not being large enough for two beads, if two 
fell in, one would be stuck higher up in the hole, and would either roll off when the two 
emmerged from the bead pile, or could be ’pealed off’ later. The first design depended on 
the angled surfaces to cause the second bead to roll off. However, there was no guarantee 
tha t this would happen. It was believed tha t pealing off the extra bead using a diagonal 
blocking wall would be more effective, it being a more proactive solution. Another even 
more proactive way would be to use a second motor to power a  brush, perhaps actuating 
sideways or at an angle, to remove the second bead.

The staggered hole strategy appeared to work very well, with at least 15 of every 20 holes 
containing a bead, more or less, depending on the velocity of rotation. As for two beads 
rising at the same time, this occurred perhaps 1  in 2 0  times.

At this point, it was decided that the time had come for more professional experimentation, 
and th a t in order to get something quantitative, the driving stepper m otor should be 
incorporated in the system. The device pictured in fig ?? in chapter 3 was rapidly approved, 
with no modifications, and sent to the shop.

Unfortunately, jamming of the system was observed, for which there were believed to be 
4 reasons. First, It is believed th a t the holes for the beads were made or drawn larger 
and deeper than they were intended to  be. Second, the distance betwen the rotating part 
and the aluminum wall could have been smaller. Third, the angle of this wall could have 
been decreased, making it more like a scoop. Fourth, it could have been pu t at an angle 
as noted earlier, pushing the bead sideways off the other bead, as opposed to  directly up 
and over it.

Two solutions to the jamming problem were tried in order of their ease of implementation. 
First, a thread was placed diagonally across the exposed surface of the rotating door to 
push the second bead sideways out of the hole. It was also placed so th a t it was physically
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touching the door, closer than the original barier. This solution worked partially, but not 
always. In part, the thread was not stiff, and the bead was too deep in the hole to be easily 
removed. The second solution, chosen in order of simplicity, was to make the holes smaller, 
and shallower. This just required the machine shop to drill more holes, not re-make new 
pieces. The original holes were covered over with a piece of tape.

The second solution was much more successful, and the results of it, and the experimental 
and design process from this point fourth is what is covered from section 3.2 on.
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ANNEX B 

Arduino code

The full arduino code is provided here. First is the code controlling ejection which is 
supposed to initiate one ejection for each rotation of the spinner.

Second, we have the code controlling ejection in which the number of steps taken each 
second is decoupled from the rotational velocity, enabling the proper exploration of phase 
space.

Third, we have the code reporting the rps back to the experimenter.

B .l  Code initiating one ejection per rotation

int hits =  0 ; 
int modeType =  8 ;

volatile unsigned int current_tim e; 
volatile unsigned int previous_time; 
volatile float rotational_velocity_rpm s; 
volatile float rotational_velocity_rps;
long tim e_interval =  3000; / /how often do you want to know velocity (milliseconds)
float velocity; / / th is  is the velocity in length units /  time_interval
int DIR =  4; / /  PIN 3 -  DIR
int STEP =  3; / /  PIN 2 =  STEP
int MSI =  13; / /  PIN 13 =  MS
int MS2 =  9; / /  PIN 9 =  MS2
int SLEEP = 12; / /  PIN 12 =  SLP
int RELAY =  5; / /  PIN 5 =  RELAY
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void setup ()
{
Serial.begin(9600); 
attachlnterrupt(0, count, RISING); 
previous_time =  millis(); 
current_tim e =  millis();
pinMode(DIR, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 3 to output 
pinMode(STEP, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 2 to output 
pinMode(MSl, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 13 to output 
pinMode(MS2, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 9 to output 
pinMode(SLEEP, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 12 to output 
pinMode( RELAY, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 10 to output
digitalWrite(DIR, LOW); / /  Set the direction change LOW to HIGH to go in opposite 
direction
digitalW rite(MSl, M Sl_M ODE(m odeType)); / /  Set state of MSI based on the returned 
value from the M Sl_M O DE() switch statement.
digitalWrite(MS2, M S2_MODE(modeType)); / /  Set state of MS2 based on the returned 
value from the MS2_MODE() switch statement. 
digitalWrite(SLEEP, HIGH); / /  Set the Sleep mode to AWAKE.
}

void loop ()
{
}

void count ()
{
current_tim e =  millisQ;
rotational _  velocity _ rps =  ( 1 . /  (current _  time-previous_ tim e)) * 1 0 0 0 . / 1 .; 
previous_time =  millisQ;

if (4.0000 < rotational_velocity_rps && rotational_velocity_rps < 5.0)
{
hits+ + ;
if (hits < =  1 0 0 0 0 )
{

digitalWrite(DIR, LOW); / /  Set the direction change LOW to  HIGH to  go in opposite 
direction
for (int i= l;  i < =  8 *2 ; i++){
digitalWrite(STEP, LOW); / /  This LOW to  HIGH change is what creates the.. 
digitalWrite(STEP, HIGH); / /  .."Rising Edge" so the easydriver knows to  when to step. 
delayMicroseconds(2*1600/modeType); / /  This delay time determines the speed of the
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stepper motor.
}
digitalWrite(DIR, HIGH); / /  Set the direction change LOW to HIGH to go in opposite 
direction
for (int i= l; i < =  8*4; i+ + ){
digitalW rite(STEP, LOW); / /  This LOW to HIGH change is what creates the.. 
digitalW rite(STEP, HIGH); / /  .."Rising Edge" so the easydriver knows to  when to  step. 
delayMieroseconds(2*1600/modeType); / /  This delay time determines the speed of the 
stepper motor.
}
}
else
{
digitalWrite(5, HIGH); / /  set the LED on 
delay(8000); / /  wait for a second 
digitalWrite(5, LOW); / /  set the LED off
}
}
}

int M Sl_M O DE(int M Sl_StepM ode){ / / A  function th a t returns a High or Low state  
number for MSI pin
switch(M Sl_StepM ode){ / /  Switch statem ent for changing the MSI pin state  
/ /  Different input states allowed are 1,2,4 or 8  

case 1 :
M Sl_StepM ode =  0;
/ /  Serial.println("Step Mode is Full...");
break;
case 2 :
M Sl_StepM ode =  1;
/ /  Serial.println("Step Mode is Half...");
break;
case 4:
M Sl_StepM ode =  0;
/ /  Serial.println("Step Mode is Q uarter...");
break;
case 8 :
M Sl_StepM ode =  1 ;
/ /  Serial.println("Step Mode is Eighth..."); 
break;
}
return M Sl_StepM ode;
}
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int M S2_M 0DE(int MS2_StepMode){ / / A  function th a t returns a High or Low state  
number for MS2 pin
switch(MS2_StepMode){ / /  Switch statem ent for changing the MS2 pin state  
/ /  Different input states allowed are 1,2,4 or 8  

case 1 :
MS2_StepMode = 0;
break;
case 2 :
MS2_StepMode = 0;
break;
case 4:
MS2_StepMode =  1;
break;
case 8 :
MS2_StepMode =  1; 
break;
}
return MS2_StepMode;
}
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B.2 Code decoupling sps from rps

int hits =  0 ;
int modeType =  8 ;
int step_speed = 10*2/2.9;
int step_speed_m icro =  400*2/2.9;
float remainder;
volatile unsigned int current_tim e; 
volatile unsigned int previous _time; 
unsigned int tim e_begining_of_step; 
unsigned int tim e_end_of_step; 
float tim e_between_steps; 
float steps_per_second; 
volatile float rotational_velocity_rpm s; 
volatile float rotational_velocity_rps;
long tim e_interval =  3000; / /how often do you want to know velocity (milliseconds)
float velocity; / / th is  is the velocity in length units /  time_interval
int DIR =  4; / /  PIN 3 -  DIR
int STEP =  3; / /  PIN 2 = STEP
int MSI =  13; / /  PIN 13 =  MS
int MS2 — 9; / /  PIN 9 =  MS2
int SLEEP =  12; / /  PIN 12 =  SLP
int RELAY = 5; / /  PIN 5 =  RELAY

void setup ()
{
Serial. begin (9600); 
attachlnterrupt(0, count, RISING); 
previous_time =  millisQ; 
current_tim e =  millis(); 
tim e_begining_of_step =  millisQ; 
tim e_end_of_step  =  millisQ;

pinMode(DIR, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 3 to output 
pinMode(STEP, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 2 to output 
pinMode(MSl, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 13 to  output 
pinMode(MS2, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 9 to output 
pinMode(SLEEP, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 12 to output 
pinMode(RELAY, OUTPUT); / /  set pin 10 to  output
digitalWrite(DIR, LOW); / /  Set the direction change LOW to HIGH to  go in opposite 
direction
digitalW rite(M Sl, M Sl_M ODE(m odeType)); / /  Set state of MSI based on the returned 
value from the M Sl_M O D E() switch statem ent.
digitalWrite(MS2, M S2_M ODE(modeType)); / /  Set state of MS2 based on the returned
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value from the MS2_MODE() switch statement. 
digitalWrite(SLEEP, HIGH); / /  Set the Sleep mode to AWAKE. 
rotational_velocity_rps = 0 .;
/ /  step_speed =  1 8 ; / / l . l / s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  9 0 0 .; / / l . l /s  
/ /  step_speed — 1 6 ;//1.3/s 
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  1 . ; / /1 .3 /s  
/ /  step_speed =  14 ;//1 .4/s 
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  890.;//1 .4 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  12;//1 .7 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  250.;//1 .7 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  1 0 ; / / 2 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  400 .;//2 /s  
/ /  step_speed =  9 ;//2 .2 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  455.;//2 .2 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  8 ;//2 .5 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  320.;//2 .5 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  7 ;//2 .9 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  173.;//2 .9 /s  
/ /  step_speed =  6 ; / /3 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  915 .;//3 /s  
/ /  step_speed =  6 ; / /3 .3 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  295.;//3 .3/s 
/ /  step_speed =  5 ;//3 .5 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  935.;//3 .5 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  5 ;//3 .8 /s 
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  461.;//3 .8 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  5 ;//4 /s  
/ /  step_ speed_ micro =  193.;//4 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  4 ;//4 .3 /s  
/ /  step_speed__micro =  820.;//4 .3 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  4 ;//4 .5 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  610.;//4 .5 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  4 ; / /5 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  150.;//5 / s 
/ /  step_speed =  3 ;//5 .5 /s 
/ /  step_speed_m icro = 768.;//5 .5 /s 
step_speed =  3 ;//6 /s  
step_speed_m icro =  455.;// 6 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  3 ; / /6.5/s 
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  189.;//6.5/s 
/ /  step_speed =  2 ;//7 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  956.;//7 /s
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/ /  step_speed =  2 ;//7 .5 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  759.;//7 .5/s 
/ /  step_speed =  2 ; / / 8 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  585 .;//8 /s  
/ /  step_speed =  2 ;//8 .5 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  430.;//8 .5 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  2 ;//9 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  299 .;//9 /s  
/ /  step_speed =  2 ;//9 .5 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  179.;//9.5/s 
/ /  step_speed =  l ; / / 1 0 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  965.;// 10/s 
/ /  step_speed =  1 ; / / l l / s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  875.;// l l / s  
/ /  step_speed =  1 ;//  11.5/s 
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  790.;//11 .5 / 
/ /  step_speed =  1 ; / / 1 2 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  715.;//1 2 /s  
/ /  step_speed =  1 ; / /12.5/s 
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  650.;//12.5/ 
/ /  step_speed =  1 ;//13 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  583.;//13/s 
/ /  step_speed =  l ; / /1 5 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  371.;//15/s  
/ /  step_speed =  1 ;//1 8 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  142.;//1 8 /s  
/ /  step_speed =  l .; / /1 9 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  83 .;//19 /s 
/ /  step_speed =  1 . ; / / 2 0 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  28.;//20 /s  
/ /  step_speed =  0 . ; / / 2 1 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  970.;//21/s 
/ /  step_speed =  0 . ; / / 2 2 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  928.;//22/s 
/ /  step_speed =  0 .;//2 3 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  882.;//23/s 
/ /  step_speed =  0 .;//2 5 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro = 811.;//25/s 
/ /  step_speed =  0 .;//3 0 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m iero =  673.;//30/s 
/ /  step_speed =  0 .;//4 0 /s  
/ /  step_ speed_ micro =  503.;//40/s 
/ /  step_speed =  0 .;//6 0 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  328.;//60/s



/ /  step_speed =  0 .;//7 0 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  276.;//70/s 
/ /  step_speed =  0 .;//8 0 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro =  240.;//80/s 
/ /  step_speed =  0 . ; / / 1 0 0 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro = 190.;//100/s 
/ /  step_speed =  0 . ; / / 1 2 0 /s  
/ /  step_speed_m icro = 156.;//120/s

}

void loop () 
{

if (15. < =  rotational_velocity_rps && rotational_velocity_rps < 20.0) 
{
tim e_begining_of_step =  millisQ;

hits+ + ; 
if (hits < =  1 2 )
{
/ /  remainder = hits% 2 ;
/ / i f  (remainder = = 0 )
/ / {
digitalWrite(5, HIGH); / /  buzzer on
/ / }
digitalWrite(DIR, LOW); / /  Set the direction change LOW to  HIGH to  go in opposite 
direction
for (int i= l;  i < =  8 *2 ; i+ + ){
digitalWrite(STEP, LOW); / /  This LOW to HIGH change is what creates the.. 
digitalW rite(STEP, HIGH); / /  .."Rising Edge" so the easydriver knows to  when to  step, 
delay(step_speed); / /  This delay time determines the speed of the stepper motor. 
delayMicroseconds(step_speed_micro); / /  This delay time determines the speed of the 
stepper motor.
}
digitalWrite(5, LOW); / /  buzzer off
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digitalWrite(DIR, HIGH); / /  Set the direction change LOW to HIGH to go in opposite 
direction
for (int i= l;  i < =  8*4; i+ + ){
digitalWrite(STEP, LOW); / /  This LOW to HIGH change is what creates the.. 
digitalWrite(STEP, HIGH); / /  ..''Rising Edge" so the easydriver knows to  when to step. 
delay(step_speed); / /  This delay time determines the speed of the stepper motor. 
delayMicroseconds(step_speed_micro); / /  This delay time determines the speed of the 
stepper motor.
}
tim e_end_of_step  =  millisQ;
tim e_betw een_steps =  (tim e_end_of_step-tim e_begin ing_of_step)/1 0 0 0 .; //seconds 
per step
steps_per_second = 1 . /  time _betw een_ steps;
Serial.println(steps_per_second);

}
else
{
digitalWrite(5, HIGH); / /  set the LED on 
delay(lOOO); / /  wait for a second 
digitalWrite(5, LOW); / /  set the LED off
}
}
}

void count ()
{
current _tim e =  millisQ;
rotational_velocity_rps =  (l./(current_ tim e-previous_tim e))* 1 0 0 0 . / l . ;  
previous_time =  millisQ;
}
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int M Sl_M O D E(int M Sl_StepM ode){ / / A  function th a t returns a High or Low sta te  
number for MSI pin
switch(M Sl_StepM ode){ / /  Switch statem ent for changing the  MSI pin state  
/ /  Different input states allowed are 1,2,4 or 8  

case 1 :
M Sl_StepM ode =  0;
/ / ' Serial.println("Step Mode is Full...");
break;
case 2 :
M Sl_StepM ode =  1;
/ /  Serial.println("Step Mode is Half...");
break;
case 4:
M Sl_StepM ode =  0;
/ /  Serial.println("Step Mode is Q uarter...");
break;
case 8 :
M Sl_StepM ode =  1;
/ /  Serial.println("Step Mode is Eighth..."); 
break;
}
return M Sl_StepM ode;
}

int M S2_M ODE(int MS2_StepMode){ / / A  function th a t returns a High or Low state  
number for MS2 pin
switch(MS2_StepMode){ / /  Switch statem ent for changing the  MS2 pin state  
/ /  Different input states allowed are 1,2,4 or 8  

case 1 :
MS2_StepMode =  0;
break;
case 2 :
MS2_StepMode =  0;
break;
case 4:
MS2_StepMode =  1;
break;
case 8 :
MS2_StepMode =  1; 
break;
}
return MS2_StepMode;
}
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B.3 Code reporting rps to  experimenter

int hits =  0 ;
float wheel_radius =  1 ;
volatile unsigned int previous_time;
volatile unsigned int current_tim e;
volatile unsigned int remainder;

long tim e_interval =  1 0 0 0 ; / /how often do you want to know velocity (milliseconds) 
float velocity; / / this is the velocity in length units /  time_interval 
volatile float rotational_velocity_rpm s; 
volatile float rotational_velocity_rps;

void setup ()
{
Serial.begin (9600); 
attachlnterrupt(0, count, RISING); 
previous_time =  millisQ; 
current_tim e =  millis();
}

void loop ()
{
}

void count ()
{
h its+ + ;
remainder =  hits% 2 ; 
current_tim e =  millis();

rotational_velocity_rpm s =  1 . / ((cu rren t_ tim e/ 1 0 0 0 .-previous_tim e/1 0 0 0 .)); 
rotational _  velocity _  rps =  rotational_velocity_rpm s;

if (remainder = =  0 )
{

Serial.println(rotational_velocity_rps);
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}
previous_tim e =  millisQ; 
}

1 0 2
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